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SIEZE OPPORTUNITY
IS JUDGE POPE'S
ADVICE
NOTED JURIST
ADDRESS
UATES

DELIVERS

STIRRING

TO THE ELEVEN
OF

GRAD-

THE SANTA FE HIGH

SCHOOL.

DELIGHTFUL PROGRAM
OF MUSIC AND ORATORY

sisisisisiss5s?isix;
of the
"And, now, members
i

GOOD BY!

VANCE

EDMUND

COOKE.
What hours we've spent with you!
Ooortby, n dear Geography
When, (hmlitli's, you had other things you much preferred to do.
And History and Spelling! Heading, Writing Music, too!
Uow well you've entertained us all the cheerful winter through!
So here's a loving slap from us and take this kindly kick
And gel you cmi with Grammar and beloved Arithmetic.

ueloved Arithmetic! 'tis sad that we must part,
Ana many a laughing lip today but hides a heavy heart.
For near a year we've cherished our companionship with you
And ever found you faithful, strong and steadfast, tried and true.
Now, on our day of parting, we could almost throw a fit,
Yet we repress our sorrow till you'd hardly notice it!

1915 class, let me give you one Y
word of advice, and that is to Y

I have
grasp
opportunities.
heard that w hile he was presi- Ydent, Mr. Roosevelt kept on his
Y desk that beautiful and inspiring
Y 'opportunity motto' penned by In- Y galls. As a seizer of opportunity,
Y national
and international, I
Y warmly
Mr. Roose- commend
Y veil."
Judge William jr. Pope.

OLD GEOGRAPHY, ARITHMETIC AND THE REST!
BY
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The above was the climax in
of Judge William H. Popo to
the eleven graduates of the Santa To
before
high school a few moments
each "seized'' the, diploma presented
Farewell dear books, and judge us not by what we seem to feel;
We have prisoned you in school:
Farewell, O good, bind Grammar!
by the president of the board, Coi.
Tom toughs, but that's because he has a
on his heel;
We have feasted on your pages, we've devoured you rule by rule;
Jose D. Sena.
Poor George has got the toothache, which is why he grins with glee,
We've tortured and tormented you, we've given you no rest;
It was a pretty sight to see these
And Martha's sprained her arm and so she's happy as can be.
nine sweet girl grads and two young
Our hand has been upon your throat, our foot upon your breast;
The rest of us disguise our grief with many a merry shout;
men fondle the parchment which atWe have gorged your very vitals week by week and day by day,
We're beating up the best we can, though school sweet school is out!
tested the good work performed in
But wo repent, good Grammar, set you free and bid you play.
the past four, long and eventful years.
The applause was deafening
ai
of basis of representation to conform
far u substitute law but that the rame after name was called out and
in
to the voting strength of the party
iei'etulum be not invoked.
there was no little amusement to see
the various states, a change directed
This split makes it uncertain what the men in a hopeless minority two
will be the date of a referendum peti- cut of eleven!
against the heavy representation from
tion. Twenty thousand signatures are
the south.
The graduates were:
DEADLY
needed.
Marion Burroughs.
"The party has insisted upon the
Miriam Cartwrlght.
Secretary Yoeil, of the Exclusion
right of congressional districts to seFrank Cunningham.
league, said today that his organizalect their own delegates and a re
El
tion had 117,000 members and that he
Anna Dorman.
versal of that policy would foist the!
Wallace Fiske.
expected to get 100,000 signatures
unit rule on us," said Chairman Hilles.J
without
Gertrude Gormley.
difficulty.
the
Issue
in
was
at
the
"This
point
GREEKS AND
BULGARIANS CLASH
Dorothy Ilayward.
If his estimates are correct, the atCalifornia case in 1912. The right of
Lulu Krick.
titude of the remainder of organized
a congressional district to vote in aj
NEAR SALONIKi, INFANTRY
AND labor
Jean Law.
MANY NOTABLES, INCLUDING THREE
cannot Influence the results;
LENGTHY LETTER SETS FORTH WHAT Republican national convention for the SUB- - COMMITTEE NOW FACES DELAYS
' '
Leila Laws.
will
a
there
be
referendum
election
candidate of its choice lias never been
HOTLY
ARTILLERY
BEING
AMEMPERORS AND AMERICAN
WHICH MAY PREVENT BILL BEING
Dorothy SaiTord.
TO MAKE THE REand and Webb bill will not be efIS NEEDED
denied. It was affirmed in the convenill annual com'Twas the four)
fective until November, 1914. But the
tion of 187G and again In 1880. The
AT CEREBASSADOR
PRESENT
MIDDLE
REPORTED BEFORE THE
SOUND AND
PARTY
PUBLICAN
which clr: w hundreds of
iigureB are disputed by other labor mencement
convention rejected the unit
hitter
MONY.
eladers.
jlond parents and relatives and friends
rule. This is the fundamental question
OF JUNE.
HEALTHY.
,h(- - n'S" scluml auditorium
last
In the
adonted last nlirht
and not to be confused with the recog-i.ittii- r
iigin'SnU
Kojji' (iu'iii there for two
uy
die
ban
f
rancisco
labor
council.
o'P'ffeifefikttf'i,
ele
riuiar
hours listening to a program of orations."
RECONCILIATION
GET NEUTRAL ZONE and introduced by Paul Scharrenberg, tory, music
SOME INCREASES
PRIMARY SYSTEM OF
and song, with a back
secretary-treasure- r
of the state labor
The Memorial.
ground of lovely pink roses which
this
for
its
council,
explanation
being
HANOVER
WITH
conciliation
The
from
the
letter
IN COTTON SCHEDULE
SELECTING DELEGATES
were showered on the "grads."
as given:
London;, May 21. Severe flgluKg
committee, signed by Senators Cum"The
to
be
Begins at 8:40 p. m.
s
only object
accomplish
has been resumed between the Greek
mins, Jones and Crawford and
The program was opened at 8:40
ed by such referendum is a postpone,
24. Princess Victoria
Berlin,
May
24.
D.
Crampton and Rogers and
The
Washington,
and the Bulgarian troops in the vicin- u.ent of the
C, May
and as tlle graduates took their
date when the law will go
by Representative Anderson and form senate
X "We cannot hope that Republi- have struck Luise, of Prussia, only daughter of ity of Saloniko.
The infantrv urii! ii'to effect, in the meantime permit- seats, each girl carrying a large bo- sets
er
of
Governor Hadley,
Missouri,
cans will agree upon every quessnags that already assure delay in the the German emperor, was married to artillery forces of both are uoily
t.ng Asiatics to acquire title to land." unuet of roses, the audience cheered
X tion, but we can hope that they X forth a report of the Progressive ReErnest August of Cumberland Laged near tnat ci,y( accordiDg t0 c;i3
The audHorium was
to
tariff
bill
to
This was the argument advanced by vociferously.
hasten
the
program
in Chicago and
Si will agree upon the vital docrines X publican conference
packed and many stood up in the
with the rites of the Lutheran church patches received from Athens.
Governor Johnson.
in
senate.
consideration
the
Si
of
for
a
will
asks
the
the
and
that
meeting
Republican
X of government
at the doors and on the stairs.
' The dispatches refer to the sittta- at 5 o'clock this evening.
"We strongly disapprove," continue aisles,
Chairmen of the
of the primary Si national committee in the near future
St of a majority
The members of the gleo club opened
as navlng Deen extremely grnvK.
llcu
the
The
to
In
"of
which
took
referendum
Si
act upon the suggestion by a great said that although no more manufacresolutions,
ceremony,
place
any
Si voters,
fairly expressed andthe
with a selection, "Happy
VVnen the last message was sivi,
land law and urge iond program from
upon said
will estab- Si many Republicans that there be held turers w'ould be heard after Tuesday, the Royal chapel of the imperial casX faithfully executed,
the Bohemian Gir ,
Light,"
Constantine
of
had
who
King
Greece,
tle, seals the reconciliation between
upon those who desire a more string- Uliss Marion
S lish such policies and install such S during the present year a "Republican
Bishop wielding the
it would be impossible to have the the dethroned house of
arrived at Saloniki with tie gen- ent law to make use of the inieiative,
just
and
Hanover,
Si
convention.'
national
the
command
St leadership as will
There was prolonged applause.
eral staff of the Greek army, was which at least will
schedules ready for the entire com- the house of Hohenzollern.
give us the benefit
Si confidence and enlist the support Si
Must Be Real Majority,
to arrange a neutr?.l zuue of the
Fiske Bids Welcome.
endeavoring
The
to
were
who
the
attend
end
next
mittee
defective
the
guests
week.
of
law,
by
present
thought Wallace Fiske,
Si of that great army which haa so Si
the reasons for this
forth
two
between
the
armies.
Setting
president of the class
in
assembled
services
had
it
religious
may be, until the time when a per- of
Si long marched under the Republi- - Si request, the committee
e be"! rates in the cotton schedules are bu- the royal chapel of the castle. The
'13, then delivered the "welcome'' In
Saloniki, May 24. The losses of fect law can be enacted."
says:
Si
Si can banner."
a big voice. He said that after all
lieve that an overwhelming majority
room was richly decorated with flow- the Greek troops during the ;lht:ng
ing contemplated by the
Gopies of these resolution will be
Si si Si
of the Republican party have reached
It now seems unlikely that the ers. Among the guests were the 8 gainst the Bulgarians are given to- stilt to nineteen other councils "men are but grown up boys," and
that education is the preparation fur
the conclusion that the basis of repre- Democratic caucus will be called un- United States Ambassador John Lelsh-ma- day as one captain killed and iiO kilthroughout the state and will be pub-- complete living. Mr. Fiske
Washington, D. C, May 24 The sentation in our national convention is til the week of June 8 and that
led or wounded.
made an
Joshis
wife
and
and
li.?hed
daughter;
in
in
may
full
thirteen labor jour excellent
above is the summing up of a long
Hostilities have been Biispe::ded.
impression.
delay the report of the bill to the eph C. Crew, secretary of the Amerinals,
memorial from the conciliation comA mutiny has broken out among t!io
can embassy and his wife; Captain
(Continued on Page Eight.)
Judge Pope's Oration.
senate until the middle of June.
mittee of the Republican Progressives,
The orator of the evening was WilAlbert Niblack, American naval at- Bulgarian troops at Serres, tin men
FOUND BOY'S BODY.
lead by Senator Cummins, appointed
liam H. Pope, judge of tae U. S. dist-liWhen
tache; Miss Vett Berupt, of New demanding to be disbanded.
as a result of the recent Chicago con
court of New Mexico, and formerMontrose, Calif., May 24 After a
York, who was a Bchool mate of the their commanding officer found thai
24 hours search, a party of fifty men ly chief
ference.
bride at the Empress Augusta insti- he was unable to quell the distrrb-ancejustice when New Mexico was
After several hours discussion the
he committed suicide.
today found the body of Peter Ashen-burne- a territory. The judge spoke slowiy
tute and a dozen excited school girls
six year old son of John
executive committee of the Republican
and forcefully, making but few geswhom the young princess invited in
in the Loutsenhizer canal tures though occasionally
national committee today tentatively
return for a personally embroidered
driving
LABOR
LEADERS
near here. The boy had fallen from
agreed to call a meeting of the nationpresent.
24.
OverLong Beach, Calif., May
a foot bridge and been drowned.
pated In a parade, had just ascended
al committee sixty days after the adAt the conclusion of the civil cere(Continued on pags nine.)
ARE DISPLEASED
loaded with
assembled to the rostrum when the crash came. mony the bridal
was marjournment of the extra session of con- do honor to spectators
procession
the memory of the late Shrieks and cries from the spectators shaled into line
WEBB BILL
gress to determine whether a national
by Count August Eu- convention shall be called to consid Queen Victoria, the stage of the muni- inside started a rush to sea by those lenberg, grand marshal of the impecollapsed today, fur- outside the buildings.
All efforts at rial court and then
San Francisco, Calif., May 24.
the
er uuuugeB in uuhjs ul Lejirepeiiiauim. cipal auditorium climax
proceeded
to empire day. rescue were futile.
a tragic
whole length of the castle through a Resolutions published today by two
The session of the executive commit- nishing one
on
to
fell
the
the
The curious people were jammed long series of state apartments to the powerful San Francisco labor organizstage
Every
tee was devoted almost entirely to a floor
of the big building located on so closely about the dead and inations made certain two things, with
discussion of the need for a national
chapel.
an
and
in
instant jured under the pier that the police royal
the
pier
Dr. Ernest Dryander, the grand reference
to California's alien laud
Committeeman
convention.
Warren, the municipal
sand beneath the structure was could not get to those who needed
chaplain of the court, who had bap- act:
of Michigan, made the motion to call covered
mass of men succor and flying wedges were " or tized
a
by
writing
Princess Victoria Luise and preo meeting and practically every mem- and women.
First, that organized labor will
ganized.
her for her confirmation, per- - seek a substitute measure by invoking
; pared
ber joined in the debate that followed.
dead
ran
as
of
estimates
Wrhen
high
Los
arthe
officers
Early
Angeles
formed the ceremony, which was the
There were no expressions of disap- as 50 or 60. The injured, according rived a cordon was
ground that the
thrown about the simple Lutheran rite. Me then deliv- - the initiative on the
Wphh hill la tint alfnncr
proval, the only questions were those to the police, will number several scene of the district and held off an ered
..l,l?
the
address
of
advice
customary
of detail.
scores., .
immense throng. Hospital attendants and admonition to the newly married enogh Reforence to tne illitiative
not
will
State Primaries.
the
act
from
In
delay
Results
Panic.
present
struggled through the crowd with couple.
The collapse caused a panic which the bodies of dead or injured victims.
f,oing into effect on August 10. Sufquestion of choosing delegates
'V4
was
not
discussed
a
ficient signatures to call for an electhe police could not control.
primaries
ty s.
7,000 People in Panic.
at. great length. Chairman Hilles and
litn are easily available without goin j
Mayor Hatch was with Grand
Thirty-fivbodies have been taken RENE DUPRE THE
outside San Francisco.
some others contended that a congres
Restall in the van at the parade from the wreckage of the stage of the
AVIATOR. MAV
sional district would be allowed to and is believed to be among the mass municipal auditorium w:aich jollapsed
Second, that another section of or-choose its own delegates In any way of humanity that was dropped this afternoon during a celebration.
AID MASSON ginized labor will seek not only to invoke the initiative but will circulate
it saw fit, notwithstanding provisions through the collapsed platform to the Every one on the stage went through
sand beneath the pier.
There was the flooring into the sands below and
lor a state primary.
24.
Rene Du- - petitions for a referendum election,
Douglas,
Ariz.,
May
Members of the Republican national great excitement and a panicky rush according to police reports, there may j pre, automobile racer and
which, if called, would prevent the
aviator, Webb
bill from going into effect until
executive committee who assembled among the thousands of people on be many more bodies in the wreckage, crossed into Mexico here today
os- here today to take stock of the party the pier.
7000 or teusibly to join Didier Masson in his the election was decided, which could
ensued
the
V
panic
among
A call to the Los Angeles rpollca
it since the November defeat, began to
riibre spectators and many were in- - aeroplane exploitation against Guay- - not be until November, 1914.
'
look over the field for the future, and department was answered by auto- jured in the rush.
Favoring the application of referennuiB. Hostilities were resumed today
tried to determine whether a meet- - mobile loads of officers.
first eleven dead identified w re i about Guaymas, say unconfirmed re- - dum as well as the initiative are the
The
Hatch
of
who
Mayor
Long Beach,
Asiatic exclusion league, Olaf Tveit-liioil'k oi iue nauuuai limijiuhicd ouwuiu was to have been one
of the princi- those of women and one child. Eigh- ports reaching the border.
,m,uMa tha a H r Till i t V
In ,ollu,4
president, and the San Francisco
women
were
teen
the
first
among
pal speakers of the day, is believed
of holding a special national conven to
l.uilding Trades council, which last
score of injured identified.
be seriously Injured.
before
Just
tion.
Y EXTRA COPIES OF
Y 'l hursday night
adopted resolutions
Latest Bulletin.
the stage fell, he stood beside Grand
When the comlttee met it had a me Marshall
TODAY'S EDITION. Y approving the stand of the Asiatic Ex-- j
Between twenty and thirty-fivper- Y
Restall.
morial from the conciliation commit
Both agree that the
Y t'usion league.
The stage stood about 20 feet above sons were killed and about 100 in- Si
tee of Republican Progressives lead the beach.
Extra copies of today's issue Yi nesent law is a defective piece of
today when the stage and a Y
jured
by Senator Cummins, appointed as a
35 Dead Bodies Found.
part of the flooring of the municipal Y containing pictures of the grad- - Y legislation, "defeating its own pur-rsuU of the recent Chicago confer--. Thirty-fiv- e
dead bodies have been i auditorium, at the shore end of the Y uates and teachers of the high SS poses" because it permits "three-yea- r
ence. This formulated a request tnai taken from under the
pier up to 1:05 pier collapsed during the Empire day Y school and a report of the com- - Si leases indefinitely of land in Califor-- j
an early meeting of the national com- p. m. according to a report
Y mencement exercises, may be ob- - X ria by aliens."
made to ceremonies.
mittee be called. It included .a state- the chief of police.
Several Are Dying.
In opposition to this recommendaY tained from the New Mexican of- - Y
ment of the reforms proposed at the . A thousand or more people had
At 1:40 o'clock the police had taken Y flee at 5 cents a copy. Orders for Si tion, the San Francisco Labor counChicago conference, which, would pro- crowded into the auditorium close out the dead bodies of eighteen wom- Y these copies should be placed Si cil with 200 delegates from the BuildWILLIAM H. POPE,
vide for party recognition of the pri- upon the stage and officers of the en, two children and one man. Sev- Y early so that they may be filled Si ing Trades council in attendance,
Formerly Chief Justice of New Mexico and Now Judge of the U. S. Distmary system of selecting delegates to various celebration committees and eral of the injured were expected to Si before the editon is exhausted. Y unanimously adopted last night reso- rict Court of New Mexico, Who Delivered the Oration to the 1913 Class
the national conventions and a change English societies, which had particl- - die, within a few hours.
lutions that the initiative be invoked of the Santa Fe High School.
stone-bruis-
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NEWS OF THE STATE
nese scout air ships studying the lay
of the country, while others are of
the opinion that Colonel W. S. Hopewell is out with his air ship fleet lor
the purpose of escorting Colonel A. H.
Hilton and his automobile
party
'round the circle when he come this
way. Ilillsboro Advocate.

He Sold 'Em.
J. S. Houser arrived Monday from
a trip to the agency and Tularosa. He
was carrying one arm in a sling as a
result of attempting to keep his team
fiom running away at Tularosa. One of
the horses became frightened at a
piece of paper which blew under its
feet and when it started to run Mr.
Houser got hold of the bridle and was
tiingged around by the excited horses
until they ran into some bushes and
i;i some way his arm was wrenched
out of the socket at the shoulder. He
had a doctor set the limb, but says it
He sold
still pains him considerably.
the team and came home on the train.
T. A. West, who went also, returned
on horseback. Cloudcrol'ter.
,

73 E

CHILD BADLY

BUJEDON

.SOLVED

E ARE ONTHeVATCH
FOR, NEW "THINGS. WE

LEG

KEEP UP WITH THE.
G
TIMENS- - WHEN
NEW COMLS
OUT YOU CAN FIND IT
IN OUR. .STORE AT
ANY--THIN-

Skin
Between Knee and Ankle.
Loose. Leg Dark Red. Cuticura

Ointment Entirely Cured Her.

Ob

It

I

200 Fuller St., Kcdwood, Cal. "My
THE LOWEST
daughter tipped a basin of hot
The Fruit Growers Organize,
water on hiir leg between kni'e and ankle.
The association of fruit and truck (She was burned so badly. In places as large
growers in the Mtsilla valley which as a man's band, that the skin was loose.
red.
has been in progress of organization Tho appearance of the leg was dark once
the Cuticura Ointment at
since the beginning of January la now Iandapplied on
tho
removed
I
a
bandage.
put
an established fact. At the meeting bandaue
hours later, opened
twenty-fou- r
i . the Lohman building
last Satur- the water blisters, applied more Cuticura
day, attended by the largest gather- Ointnunt and bandaged again. The skin
did not come off and I did this until she
ing of ranchers since the movement
was
cured; I did not let her
began, the subscription list was com- walk completely
much until It was healed, She did
pleted, articles of incorporation adoptnot complain after the first day. and after
Bad Accident.
ed, and all necessary steps taken for the ( iiiicura Ointment was put on, slept
M While out driving Sunday evening, the immediate filing of the incorpora- as umiU. The scars are gone; Cuticura
,
(Signed)
George Barry und Miss Nannie Mar- tion papers. The movement to bring Ointment entirely cured ber." 1912.
shall met with quite a serious acci- about this organization was started Mrs. l;. O. Chapman, Mar. 12.
dent. In crossing a creek on the L. with the idea of forming a general asA. Reid farm, three miles south of sociation to be known as the New
ITCH V'G AND BURNING SPOTS
TIME IS MONEY. YOU CAN SAVE TIME IN OUR STORE. WE KNOW
Texas Fruit and Truck Growr;ndee, the team they were driving
Spreaih.ig All Over Face. Sometimes Sores.
OUR HARDWARE STOCK AND WE CAN 800N GIVE YOU WHAT
became unmanageable and ran away, ers' association, but it was voted unanTHE PRICE AND
YOU WANT. WE CAN SAVE YOU MONEY ON
Gaston, Ore. "I had Itching and burning
throwing Mr. Barry out of the buggy. imously at last Saturday's meeting to spots all over my face. It came out in
WE ONLY CARRY ONE KIND OF HARDWARE
Miss Marshall attempted to jump out make this organization a Mesilla val- rough places aud itched and burned all the TIME ON THE SALE.
ARE
BUY, BUT OUR PRICES
AND THAT IS THE BEST WE CAN
of the buggy and fell in such a manner ley concern, and to incorporate as tin time
It was spreading all over my face.
DOING
BY
SUCCEED
COU LD NOT
WE
PRICES.
SQUARE
FAIR,
were
the
and
were
above
there
sores,
they
us to break her left leg just
Mesilla Valley Fruit association. It Bonu'.imcs
BUSINESS ANY OTHER WAY.
a.ikle. George was somewhat bruised was thought that if a general organiz,- - red and Inflamed. I washed the affected
then
Cuticura
with
oft
the
Soap,
pans
wheels
the
two
of
is
passing
j
be
tion
it
organ-buggy
by
desirable,
i;p
might
1
only put it
applie d Cuticura Ointment.
WOOD -over him. One of the horses was bad- h.ed later out of various local organon three times and tho sores were all gone."
barbedwire
a
a
I
into
isations after these have become per-Phone 14.
ly cut by running
(Signed) Chas. Waul. Dec. 27, mil.
"IF IT'S HARDWARE WE HAVE IT."
Phone 14.
Dr. Hilton, who is attending fected.
(' iticura Soap and Cuticura Ointment are
The local organization also
of
Liberal
sold throughout the world.
sample
Miss Marshall, reports ln'r us doing has the advantage of enabling our peoSkin Book.
each malted free, with 32-nicely. Endee Enterprise.
ple to establish an individual reputaBoston.'!
d
"Cuticura.
Dept.T,
Fancy Egg
Domestic Lump
Fancy Lump
tion, for our products, and will go a
men should use Cuticura
ex Tender-faceJustice Injured.
long ways toward advertising the' Pro. Shaving Stick, 25c. Sample free.
Cnumt, justice of the Mesilla valley favorably in thu east-- i
Judge F.
Beethoven
pence for preciint No. 20, was badly ern markets and throughout the coun-- j Gloria Patri
Grande Hepubli-- ! Te Deum Laudamus, in C. . . .Weigand
injured in a runaway which occurred try generally.--It- io
Gaul
Jubilate Deo in 1)
hist Sunday evening near his ranch, can.
Phone One Double O J.
Intrcit "Saviour, Blessed Saviour"
nine miles south of the Meloche
Morley
ranch, east of Ilaton. At the time
Fire At Deming.
Garrett
a bronco
Mr. Gaumi was driving
Fire broke out. in the Little block Gloria Tibi
which suddenly became frightened about :!::;o o'clock this morning in the Hymn "When the Weary Seeking
THESE DAYS OF MODERN METHU. st"
Staincr
pnd ran away, throwing Mr. Gaiiui restaurant at izn Silver avenue and
"God
bad
Loved
So
(Anthem)
out and causing him to receive a
ODS, Electricity plays a most impocompletely destroyed the fixtures and OiTiitory
Gaul
the World- wrench to his knee and a dislocation ii'terior wood work, roof and front.
rtant part. The grandfather would
Jot the arm. For a time it was feared
Bourgeois
Other buildings damaged were the Doxology
- essional
Iia
such
but
broken
Holy,
Holy,
been
"Holy,
be amazed at the radiance of the modjtho leg had
Prawning Pharmacy, the Palace Bar,
ord God Almighty"
Dykes'
not now believed bv the physician the
Works
the
and
Deming Tailoring
ern home and why all this light? To
Post hide
to be the case. Mr. Guunu is now at Silver
King saloon. The buildings
restis
,7. A. Jeancon, Organist.)
ho
(Mr.
whero
Miners
the
and
hospital
make the home more homelike to make
A
owned by John Corbet t were fully inEE To El Paso' Bisbee' Douglass
EDAM
considafter
undergoing
easily
ing
Ariwith
New
and
The
sured.
stock
in
Mexico,
fixtures,
all points
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To be awarded tne candi Annie E. Johnson, Roy
Denver.)
5,000
be
and
day afternoon, May 27th,
dates
the fourth highest num Marvel Lewis, Wagon Mound.. 5,000
having
well
in the hands of a committee of
ber of votes in each of the four dis Mrs. Im D. Bloom, Jemez
5,000
known business and professional men
Rita B. Griego, Sandoval
5,000
who are entirely disinterested so far tricts.
Four
$75 I. C. S. Scholarships, (se Mra. M. L. Miera, Algadones.. 5,000
Candt
concerned.
is
outcome
the
is
Mrs. L. F. Hamblen, Quenta .. 5,000
dates and their friends are Invited to cured through Mr. MacCurdy, State Annie
be
N.
To
5,000
Strong, Mora
M.)
is
It
Agent,
Albuquerque.
attend the final counting although
5,000
rot at all compulsory to be present. awarded the candidate having the Iva Chandler, Cimarron
The final counting, will be t:ie sim- fifth highest number of votes in each Higina Martinez,
Amanita ,
6,006
plest thing In the world merely a of the four districts.
5,000
Four $25 Gold Watches, (purchased Adelina Tmjillo, Taos
matter of adding the votes thut ure
5,000
issued tomorrow and those that ire of H. C. Yontz, Jeweler, Santa Fe, N Josio Rudolph, Mora
5,000
received by mail Monday and Tues- M. To be awarded the candidates Catarina Rivera, Cowles
DISTRICT NO. 3.
day to the reserve votes and the having the sixth highest number of
The Counties of Bernalillo, San
number credited each candidate in to votes in each of the four districts.
Socorro.
Yours and Your
In all there are twenty-fivmorrow afternoon's paper. It will be
prizes Juan, McKinley, Valencia,
Yours as Long as
f ach candidate's privilege, howe er, offered, six for each district, besides S'erra, Grant, Luna and Dona Ana.
Family's Forever
You
1.4S1.258
to check over their own or any com- the grand prize $1,000 In bold. The Irene Pender, Magdalena
Pay Rent.
Adelaida
Albu
Canderlaria,
exceeds
value
from
total
vote
$5,000.
the
very beginpetitor's
querque
592,820
WRITE OR CALL ON CONTEST
ning, if they so desire.
Lucy Elena Ortiz, Adeline. 459,419
EDITOR.
It is hoped that the final resu'-t378,437
will be published in Wednesday's
Further information regarding this Mrs. N. S. Bibo, Grants
Jennie Baca, Socorro
247,508
of The New Mexican.
great prize contest may be had by
124,199
COMPLETE LIST OF PRIZES
Icalling on or writing the Contest Edi- Mary Didier, Belen
68,008
The list of prizes and manner of dls- tor of The Santa Fe New Mexican. Alta Montoya, San Antonio..
Jesus C. Sanchez, Silver City. . 7,500
Emma Parrett, Elephant Butte 5,800
Naomi Stillwell, Silver City . . . 5,000
.
,
,
5,000
George Pradt, Laguna
C. P. Hauger, Riverside
5.000
D. Cordova, Jarales
6,000
Florence Bailey, Lordsburg. . . . 5,000
and subscription price of
Terecita Torrez, Las Palomas. 5;OO0
Mabel Hatger, Mesilla Park... 5,000
THE SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN (DAILY), NEW MEXICAN REMrs. W. H. Ruschaupt, Guam. . 5,000
VIEW (WEEKLY) AND EL NUEVO MEXICANO (WEEKLY)
Lolita Alexander, Hlllsboro
5,000
ARE AS FOLLOWS:
Edith Dorr, San Marcial
6,000
FOURTH AND LAST PERIOD.
Grace Davis, Mogollon
5,000
Laura W. Collings, Cubero.... 6,000
From May 19th to 24th, inclusive, the following votes will be IsAdele Stephens, Jarales
5,000
sued on subscriptions:
wide-awak- e
Lillian Heath, Sawyer
5,000
money-maker- s
Helen
Alameda
Schmidt,
5,000
NEW MEXICAN.
CLOSE-INBessie Emerson, Anthony
5,000
Votes
Price
built-uE.
p
June
Strock, Albuquerque.. 5,000
Old
New
Mai!
Carrier
Ninfa Romero, Los Lunas
6,000
1.50
1.25
$
1,000
t Mo
2,000
..$
Nellie McCahon, Deming
5.000
8 "
3.00
2.50
4,000
8,000
Anita Meade, La Mesa
5,000
1 year
6.00
5.00
12,500
25,000
. . .
Bruce,
5,000
Margaret
Lordsburg.
'
2 "
12.00
10.00
30,000
60,000
Lauretta Ollinger, Sawer
5,000
5 "
30.00
25.00
100,000
200,000
Alecla Sanchez, Peralta
5.000
Mrs. Maude B. Coleman. Farm- NEW MEXICAN REVIEW OR EL NUEVO MEXICANO.
,ooo
Ington
Votes
Ft. Bayard
Moore,
Maurituj
5,00!)
Old
Mail
New ?
Crisanta Duran, Casa Blanca.. 6,000
1 Tear
S00
$ l.oo
1,600 S
Martin, Aztec
5,000
'
2 "
2.00
3,500
7,000 g Alice
Gorman, Deming
5,000
5 "
S
5.00
12,500
25,000
Mrs. P. E. James, Las Cruces.. 5,000
A. L. Danner, Magdalena
5.000
DISTRICT NO. 4.
The Counties of Torrance, Guada
lupe, Quay, Curry, Roosevelt, Lincoln,
Chaves, Otero and Eddy.
Chas. Goldenberg, Tucumcarl. .267,204
Mrs. Tony Stanton, Willard. . .209.7CU
Carlos Meyer, Estancia
171,700
-:- Stella Eastwood, Tolar
148,036
Helen M. Lindsey, Portales ...126,800
-;

$5,000
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GET A BEAUTIFUL SOUTH SDE LOT FOR

stop-over-

'ill

....

The Opportunity

A Great

Tierra

Real Estate
Sensation

of

a Lifetime

Home Ave.

Rent Ave.

e

s

DON'T MISS

Be READY For It!

IT!

-

OWN YOUR OWN

t

iwmi.ini jT

HOME

VOTING SCHEDULE

OWN YOUR OWN
HOME

Santa Fe's Choicest Addition and
(GREATEST LAND SALE

We offer to the shrewd,
of Santa Fe the greatest
and
,
Real Estate opportunity they have ever had, or will have to secure a
choice,
well located residence lot in a well
neighborhood of good homes., Never before
and never again will you have such great lot bargains on such easy terms and such low
prices as you will at this sensational sale of lots at

....
....

EM VISTA

....

Bs

I

ADDITION

Located Three Blocks South Capital on Don Gaspar and Carleton Avenues

Nomination
Blank
The Santa Fe New Mexican's!

$5,000.00

PRIZE

I

-

$5,000.00

COISTTSST

hereby nominate and cast 5,000 votes for

Miss, Mr. or Mrs.
Address

as a candidate in the Santa Fe New Mexican's great $5,000
prize contest.

This nomination blank, when clipped out, name and address properly filled in and mailed or delivered to the contest department of The Santa Fe New Mexican will count
as 6,000 votes for the candidate nominated.
Note: Candidates are expected to nominate themselves in
this contest. Don't wait for someone else to nominate you.
Clip this blank and send in today.
ONLY OMB NOMINATION BLANK ACCEPTED FOR EACH
CANDIDATE NOMINATED.

Only $1.00 Down, then $1.00 a week for each and every lot regardless of price

You pay no interest until 1915

Eura Tuttle, Estancia
Helen M. Russell, Moriarty

..

Allle Holmes, La Lande
Lea t ha Daugherity, Dayton ...
Clara L. Kennedy, San Jon....
Kathleen Gaylord, Lake Arthur
Bessie Bowen, Melrose
Miss Willie Lawing, Tucumcarl
Emma Kolsch, Vaughn
Lourlne Copeland, Elklns
Veta Bills, Clovis. :
Conie Chavez, Estancia
Varlie Tagader, Clovis
Grace Dahoney, Elida
Bess Boyd, Artesla
Marguerita Reagin, Tularosa...
Delia Courtney, Clovis
W. E. Marsh, Clovis
Pearl Heisel, Cuervo
Kathleen Cannon, Taiban
.
May Clements, Corona
Elizabeth Mclntyre, Carthage. .

.......

30,023
30,000
30,000
6,700
5,200
6,100
5,100
5,000
6,000
5,000
5(00fl

6.000
6,001
5,000
6,300
6,000

6,00
6,000
6,000
5,000
6,000
6,000

We pay your taxes until 1915

PRICES FROM $50.00 TO $350.00 PER LOT
A
of 10
discount
per cent allowed on all bash purchases. Nothing like these values ever
before offered to the
and Real Estate Investor in Santa Fe.
Home-Build-

EaOKIIBAY,

er

W

Salesmen will be on the Grounds.

13,

1:30 P. M.

For further information see HOGE

Room 19, Catron Block.

& COTTER,

GOME AND LOOK ON SUNDAY
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irpondent, got a severe calling down
The Cub president
jfioni Murphy.
computing that newspaper reports of
the Cubs gliding toward the bottom
'have hurt the team's chances.

MEWS
RUN

"HOME

TWINS" THE

OF

NIGHTMARE

son,

PITCHERS.

llarter

j

wm

3

0
0

9
7
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At Chicago
Cleveland
Chicago
Mitchell, Gregg and
Scott, and Sehalk.

j

Los Angeles, Calif., May 24. Disfor the occasion the walking
carding
3
been his constant aid
C'ari;-ch- ,
W alseh stick that has
sine the accident which nearly disabled him more than a year ago, Nat
Goodwin, the actor, Bmilingly underAmerican Association
went his lil'lh experience a brideAt .Minneapolis First Game
groom
today at. his home at. Ocean
fi
Ii dianapolis
Pari:. The bride was Margaret More-lan2
Minneapolis
his leading woman on the stage,
P.atteries: Harrington and ' lart who was recently divorced
from
1'aUerson and Owens.
Clia- leg Doughty, a real estate broker
of iv.m Diego.
At St. Paul-Tol- edo
,T. W.
Summertield
1
il
" d the ceremony.
There were
JO Ii 1 no
St. Paul
".edding frills, just the unorna-menta- l
Henderson, Stevenson and Livinglegal ceremony in the presstone, Krueger, Karger and Jaim-s- .
ence of a few people, friends of the
actr.i- and his bride.
At Milwaukee-Colum- bus

ji

M

&

1

AT ALBUQUERQUE

.

.

14

FATHER WILL REPAY.
St. Louis, May 24. Charles Schuh
of Cleveland, told today the St. Louis
police, that his son, William Schuu,
who was arrested recently in Denver
raDeming, N. M., May 24. C. II
in a charge of embezzling $300 from
ster left Deming two
days ago by m.io the funds of the student paper of Conover the Borderland Rome for rue Pa- cordia
seminary here, wou'd plead
cific coast. He promised before .av
.
The father wri!l repay tho
guilty
ing to keep tho secretary of the amount stolen and the authorities of
chamber of commerce informed as to the
where young Sthulz .vaa
read conditions on the Borderlatr.l a seminary
student, will ask that
theological
Mr. lister's first letter concerning he be
paroled.
road conditions
was written from
Mrs. Thelma Gilllon Schulz, the a stDouglas, Arizona, May 21st, and is as ress bride of the young student, will
follows:
he given twelve months to evince a
Douglas, Ariz., May 21, t91;5.
sincere desire to leave the stage, pnd
"I found the new road west on the U in that time she convinces
ter
line to Mongolia, built by Mr. Phillips father-in-laof her sincerity,' Le has
and neighbors, in fair condition, hut a agreed to give his son employment
little rough in spots, caused by small and set the son and wife up in house
holes.
After one good rain I think keeping.
that section will be In good condition.
From Mongolia to Separ the i
is
LANE ATTACKS AGAIN.
In fine condition and fast.
From
D. C, May z. SenaWashington,
par to Lordsburg it is tho same jKl tor Lane made another attack up;n
road, washes and dykes. We urn not ttie Indian
appropriation bill tori.iy
frying to make time, and ran easily when it was taken ud bv the senate
from Deming to Lordsburg yesteiday committee.
He charged that a nan
in three hours, or twenty miles
per iwhom he did not name already selec
hour.
Left Lordsburg this morning ted for a
on a commission to
at seven and arrived here easily at make a rollplace
of Chippewa Indians in
1:20 p. m. Did not hurry at ail and Minnesota, was
formerly attorney for
stopped to take photos; to chat ?r. a lumber company which hold, e
Rodes, and to eat lunch. Road
upon which the committee. wll
From Lordsburg south there have to pass.
are many washes to Mansfield ranch,
distance sixteen miles; at a poll'
about twelve miles, probably, south
Every Woman
of Lordsburg the road is very ' lew
Is lntcr!st?il and should
for about, one mile beciuse
the.
of
know about t'.io wonderful
I
nut
grout number of washes.
i Marvel
time it, but our speed there was about
fen miles an hour across this retell
r.treteh and about fifteen mi:es fr)m
Lordsburg to Mansfield ranch. From AsuvourctruErptstfor
rt, Ii he cannot sup
Mansfield to Two Mills ranch 5 mi! s ply the MAKVBU
no other, hut
the road got much better.
From accept
send stamp for book.
Two Mills to Granite Gap p;i?s we Kgrvel Co., 44 E. 23d St., N.T.
found the road good and fast. Ye ran
over the top of Granite Gap pass
could have pitched over the to()
at thirty miles easily tad we wished
to do so. From Two Mills ranch to
Pouglas the road is easily eighty per
cent better than when t drove.
t.et.
about one year ago. Rodos and Doi'4-Uiand towns between have-dina
large amount, of good work and ho
road is almost entirely clear of stone
except a. few miles that has a number
of small loose stones
Bernadiiio.
The Borderland through the iiillc norfii
of Douglas, has had a lot of wor and
h: in fine and fast condition.
I can
l ot see that Lordsburg
has done anything whatever either cast or south,
curing the past year to improve tiitir
road and they have about t'iirfy-!iv- e
miles that sure needs aUentlon. They
Upon the correct answer to this
say they will fix the road south in
question will depend much of
,ln,ly.
the pleasure of your outing.
Tomorrow I go to Tucson; Fr'dny
Why not avail yourself of the
to Mission del Bac Casa G.audes
of the undersigned,
assistance
tP.r-encruins and Florence.
Saturday,
to Roosevelt Dam and back into
one of the Santa Fe's summer
rhoenix that night if we can make
tour specialists? His help wili
the drive through the Supersti'io-- i
cost you nothing, but you will
mountains before dark. After repeh-luit invaluable.
find
Phoenix am not sure where I .vill
go as I may cross the Colorado at
Eienbcrg instead of Yuuiii."

"Mike" Baca is signed up for a
match with "Kid" Marshall, of Los
Camnltz and Angeles, which will be pulled off at
Cheney and Archer;
Simon.
Albuquerque on May 30.
Marshall is said to be a clever fighter and very fast, so Mi!;e will have
American Le.ague.
a chance to use all the skill and all
At Philadelphi- a2 9 0 the punch he has to come out a winWashington ...
2 ner.
4 7
Philadelphia
Mullins and Williams; Rrown and
As far as "Mike" is concerned, he
Lapp.
has l,'"-- training faithfully and Is in
good shape. The work he has done
At New Yorli
has s.'.'wn him to be a slu'gging scrap1
7
Hoston
....3
per, i' id G. Volney Howard, who has
3 8 2 had h!m under
:
New York
training considers
Wood and Cady, Xunamekr;
him very "tit" for the coming con(Called test.
ing, Fischer and Sweeney.
ent tenth, account darkness.)
The iioxing matcli is for six rounds
at cat i weights and "Mike's" friends
At St. Louis
look f'T a good showing by Santa
7 12 2
Detroit
f orite.
l'Vs
1
fl
4
St. Louis
Dubuc, Hall and Slunage; YVeilman, NAT GOODWIN IS
Mitchell, II. Agnew.
A BRIDEGROOM AGAIN.

I'ittsburgh

4

4
8

0
2

;

.7-

per-fo-

-

9

Sit

Milwaukee

WALL STREET.

Batteries: imball. Cook and Smith:

i

Nicholson, Braun and Hughes.

Wv$a

x

W

The stock market closed strong.
An early rise in Union Pacific and
At Kansas City
0 fi 2 f ( :thern Pacific proved to be tho beLouisville
move-Hi- 0 C 2 ginning of a general forward
Kansas City
were
uiv
taken
Bear
nt.
W. Powell,
operators
V. Powell and Severoid;
a v ares
by the manifestation of
Covington and O'Conner.
strength, following yesterday's imRecent movements have
provement.
Baseball.
College
n alternately up and down, and on
Ames, la., May 24 Ames 3; Ne-- !
lb. assumption that today would
brasku 1.
a reversal of yesterday's advance
tinders sold at the commencement of
TWENTY IN A ROW.
l.usiness.
Boston, May 21. Presiden' C. W.
A slight cold in a child or a grown
Murphy of the Cubs entered the spot1'ght from two separate directions. He person holds possibilities of a grave
caused his first atmospheric eoncub-sio- nature. Croup may come on suddenly,
by announcing (hat the downwar- bronchitis or pneumonia may develop,
d-bound
Cubs would grab twenty severe catarrhal troubles and con.
games in a row "shortly," and his s?.c si mption are possible results. Foley's
end when he ordered his men to qui' Honey and Tar Compound nips a cold
talking to newspaper men traveling at. the outset, cures croup quickly,
with the team.
checks a deepseatod cough, and heals
The Capital
Ward M.iller,vIio was swapping con- inflamed membrances.
versation with a Chicago war co?re fharmacy.

Mmw
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AND "GABBY" CRAVATII, WITH POKTHAIT OF MAGEE INSERT.

MAG-E-

Tho "Homo Run Twins," that's what
they call Sherwood Magee and "Gab
l.y" Cravath, the slugging outfielders
Phillies, who arn
of the
leading the National league just as d
being in front of tho Giants, Cubs am.
affair.
Pirates was an every-dapace-makin-

Time and again this spring Magee i.e batsman for years. Cravath in
the
one of those who starred
tr Crfavalh or both of them
minors, but he didn't suit big league
or Cravath or both of them have brok managers until Charley Dooin saw
en up games with home runs, semi htm. This was last year, and Slugger
ravath has been a Phil ever since
ii,g home men ahead of them and win
Magee, Cravath and Paskert compnst
ring games for Bill Locke's club.
Magee has been a great major leag he best outfield in the league today
has-bee-

C

I

LUi HER M'e ARTY KILLED

IN PRIZE RING CONTEST

Where
Shall We
Go This
Summer?

M:

1;

2

e

Why' Not Visit

'

BAD NEWS FOR GRIFFITH
Cleveland. May 24. Clark Griffith
admitted today that his pennant hopec
had received a slight jolt by a
KATSURA HOLDS KEY TO SITUATION."
chin's announcement that Pitcher
jCashion would not be able to perfo-nJAPANESE STATESMAN WHO DEMANDS PEACE EVEN IF HE IS COM- again for the Nationals in less than
PELLED TO FIGHT FOR IT MAY BE RECALLED TO THE JOB OF three weeks. Cashion tore several ligaments loose in his arm while pitching
PREMIER .
in yesterday's game and left today for
Younstown to visit Bonesetter Rese
in hope that the latter be able to nvikr
his enforced rest a few days shorter.
j

Colorado, Grand Canyon, California, the Northwest Chicago,
Adirondacks, the Northern Lake
Regions, or the Atlantic Coast
Resorts this summer?

ph-.sl-

Calgary, Alberta, May 24. Arthur
Telkey knocked out Luther McCarty
in the first round of the scheduled
ten round bout here today with a
stiff blow just above the heart. McCarty fell heavily to the floor and
took the count.
After the blow was administered
McCarty was seen to clench hia fibts,
tor
open his mouth as if gasping
t'reath, reel and fall to the floor
The referee stood over him and
counted.
Throughout fho counting
the Pelky followers shook their 6tai&
A dead
with their wild cheering.
silence followed when the count was
fnished and McCarty Jailed to stir,
lie died eight minutes later,24.
Luther
Calgary, Alberta, May
McCarty, aspirant to the title of
champion heavyweight fighter of the
world, died today from a blow over
the heart administered by Arthur
in the firRt round of their scheduled ten round bout today. Death
came soon after McCarty had taken
the count.
The blow, which came stiffly from
Pelkey and struck McCarty just below
the heart, sending him reeling. He
fell heavily to the floor,. He was
counted out by Referee Kddie Smith.
When he failed to stand on his
feet, an examination hurriedly was
made and he was carried from the
ring, dying a short time later.
of spectators,
The large crowd
numbering more than 7,000, had hardly settled in their seats in the anticipation of witnessing a hard, gruelling
battle, wuen Pelkey, following an
advantage gained by a clever feint,
threw McCarty off his guard, and sent
a terrific drive to McCarty's left
side near the heart. McCarty died
35 minutes later.
The men had been boxing about a
even, feeling
minute, with honors
each other out. Then they clashed,
both landing rights and lefts to the
head.
McCarty missed a left to the body
and Pelkey countered with the short
Pel-ke-

right to

the-

heait.

McCarty paled under the blow, then
seemed to realize that he was doomed. His legs trembled, but he shot
out both hands in a dying effort to
win on a single punch.
Pelkey stepped back and as he did
McCarty tumbled back to the ropes,
collapsed and stretched flat on his
back on the floor. Referea Ed Smith
seconds
counted "ten", McCarty's
carried him to his corner and within
a few minutes summoned medical aid.
"What's the matter with McCarty?"
came the wild cries from the thousands In the crowded arena, just after
the fighter fell under the blow.
Before the fight started and even
after McCarty had entered the ring,
he expressed confidence and appeared to look upon his impending battle
as only one of the many he easily
bad won.
Spectators at first failed to realize
that McCarty had been knocked out
Scenes of the wildest excitement prevailed for several minutes after the

ciimax and the extent of the fighter's
injuries for some time was not realized by the crowd.
A deep silence followed the announcement that death had claimed
conferences
Several
the pugilist.
were held between those promoting
the fight.
The authorities were silent wuen
informed of the fatal blow. It vas
pot stated whether arrests would udlow.
Plivslclans attending McCorty stat
ed following his death that the ei d
was due to heart failure superinduced
by the blow.
McCarty and Pelkey entered the
Ann at 12:45 n. m. (mountain time)
and were cheered vociferously by the
thousands of spectators. 'or twenty
minutes they were the targets of adfolmiring shouts from their many unlowers, the fight not being called
til 1:03 p. m. As they sat in their
respective corners, speculation as to
the outcome was rife and while Mc
Carty seemed the general favorite,
Pelkey was not without his backers,
who staunchly declared that "a great
big surprise" was in store for his opponent.
Mounted police left this city in automobiles late today to arrest Pelky.
Burns, Referee Smith and half a dozen
others. The instructions of Magis
trate Crispen are to leave no one out
ct jail who has had anything to do
with the fight. Thousands of people
still are in and around the arena.
Referee Kddie Smith, of Chicago,
made the preliminary announcement
of encouragement
nr. d amid cheers
fiom their respective followers,
traiued to 200 pounds and Pelky.
outweighing him by ten pounds, shook
hands for the fisht that was .destined
to be McCarty's last
At the outset neither showed any
disposition to close. McCarty started
the actual mixing with a wild swing
if l.tkv's head, which missed him by
several inches. They clinched and on
Pelky got in the first
nip lirenk-awHklow, an uppercut to McCarty's jaw,
j .McCarty followed
with a swinging
right that just missed Pelky's ear and
followed this attempt with a hard
blow to his heavier opponent's mouth,
it was following this stinging attack
that Pelky, feinting to uncover McCarty's heart that sent him reeling to
the ropes. Not a sound Issued from
McCarty as he slowly sank to the
ground and was counted out by Referee Smith.
y

-

BASEBALL
Standing of the Clubs.
National League.
Won Lost

Club

20
19
15
16

Philadelphia
Brooklyn
New York
St, Louis
Chicago

.17
13

Iittsburg
Poston

U
9

Cincinnati

7

12
J4
15
16
18
17
23

Pet
.741
.613

I.

jLadiri!

.51)
.4'..'.
!

.2S1

k

V

American League.
Won Lost Pot.
Club
....20 9 ,6'tU
Philadelphia
12
.61,
Cleveland .
12
. IS
.
.0'J
Washington
....21 14 .6:W
Chicago
....17 20 .4r,0
St. Louis .
20
Loston
....12 22 .35!
Detroit
.... 9 23
New York . .

3

Utfkfcllft

information

about

summer fares and train service,
etc., sent promptly, if you
H.

!

Ak jour VrugieUt

tor t

IMumond It rand
Tl.ls in Kvd ani iluld metallicV
"oxes, seaici witn Blue Rthbon.
umo no oinor. Ituy of
your
ni.('nei-u-

S. LUTZ, Agent,
SANTA FE,

v

NEW MEXICO

a
uvji, naiCM, Always JKCiinDU
IS SLID BY f'RHfiGISTS
EVERYWHERE

.

.

FISHING SEASON OPENED

.

!

. .

Western
Club
Denver . . .
Lincoln . .
St. Joseph
Omaha . . .
ioux City
Toueka . . .
Des Moines
Wichita . .

IF

League.
Won Los'.

...i9
...18

11
11

.ii:!;

...1S
...14

13
16

.46"

..V!

...13
...13
...10

ir
16
16
20

.TAN

.

INDIAN

Motorcycle

1'

Where They Play Today

PRINCE KATSURA.

National League.

Kat-snr-

Today's Games.

You Order an

.448
.448

(By A. F. Ferguson.)
Tho late lamented youth wlio stood
Chicago at Pittsburgh..
so valiantly on the burning deck long
St. Louis at Cincinnati.
alter the rest of the folks had beat it
New York at Boston, rain.
lot a safer haven had nothing on the
Philadelphia at Brooklyn, rain.
piesent premier of Japan. Changing
metaphor slightly, one can see through
American League.
the dust the international rumpus has
Cleveland at Chicago.
kicked up the stocky form of a new
Detroit at St. Louis.
pitcher warming up.
Washington at Philadelphia, rain.
And the form looks unmistakably
Boston at New York, rain.
like our old friend Prince Taro
than whom there is not more
American Association.
capable of pulling diplomatic games
Indianapolis at Minneapolis.
cut of the fire when the other fellows
Toledo at St. Paul.
have all the bases crowded and a
Louisville at Kansas City.
husky swatsman walking toward the
Columbus at Milwaukee.
plate with a new form of ultimatum.
The Plight Honorable Prince Taro
j
Katsura is one of the great big men of
j
Japan. He is the apostle of peace so
National League.
But the
h ng as peace Is possibue.
York post- - minute a situation gets beyond a
At Boston Boston-NeMISSOURI COLLEGE WINS.
j
poned ; wet grounds.
peaceful solution he's for war and lots
May 24. ' re
I.avvrenee, Kansas,
of it. He was at the rudder of the
'
M
wen
the
of
Missouri
University
At Brooklyn-Philadel- phia
of state during the war with Rusship
in
Tennis
1
championship
3 12
Valley
came to the bat in 190S when
and
tic
,nd
Wood
doubles here toda3
0 9 1
Brooklyn
mixed between the JJnit-elooked
things
Schwarts defeating H. Richardson and j Alexander and Killifer; Ragan and
States
and
Japan and applied a
h. Richardson. University of Kansas. .wilier.
new brand of cement to the crack that
was spreading through the foundaOther schools that contested w"M"
At Cincinnati (First game)
tions of the two nation's cordial relaIowa
State
1
12 12
Drake University,
Asri'
St Louis
tions.
4 6 3
Cincinnati
College and Washington
He's a big man all the way through.
Griner and Wicgo; Johnson, Nel-,

d

6--

Complete

S PILLS
CHjCH ESTER
us
Til Itt

.517
.510

S'W

w

"7

d

"

;"

LESTER LOOKS THE
BORDERLAND OVER

6 ROUND CONTSET

and Clarke.

At Pittsburgh
Chicago

'
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j

Born in 1S47, he was educated in the
Prussian military schools and came to
the Japanese army as a reorganizer
and upbuilder in the days when Japan
was just getting tired of the kimona
and was being measured for its first
frock coat and silk hat. He was vice
minister of the army from 1SSG to
1881, during which time he laid the
foundations for the present efficient
organization.
During the war with China he commanded a division and was the first
Japanese governor of Formosa, the big
island that was the fruit of that war.
He was war minister from 1S98 to
1E0O, w hen he put the finishing touches
he
cr. the gerat military machine
started, and then from 1901 to 190C he
was premier and ran things during the
war with Russia. He was called agafh
to the premiership in 1908 and retired
only a short time ago.
In the present state of popular discontent with the United States and
general disapproval of the present
ministry's conduct of affairs eyes are
turned toward Katsura as the mad
who holds the key to the situation. H
iti believed that if he again takes office he will do everything In his power
s
to satisfy his belligerent
hut he is opposed to war on
a great many grounds and he won't
'
feave war.
fellow-citizen-

NOW
You will be prepared for the Summer, which will be
.. one of Enjoyment as well as an Education.

THE PECOS RIVER
Ts

an easy hour and

INDIAN "Shod,

three-quarte-

run from Santa Fe,

rs'

SO

Why not combine your fishing trips this summer with
the Sport of Motorcycling ?
DO IT NOWLEARN MY PROPOSITION.

A. S. KIRKPATRICK,
Call 138

J or

72

-

J, care of Southwestern

AGENT.
Eogiaeeriii;

Company.

UNITED STATES BANK

&

CITV PLANNING
THAT iS RIGHT

TRUST CO.

CAPITAL $50,000 00
Business

Does a General Banking

Your Patronage Solicited
J.

44-i
i

W. E. GRIFFIN, Cashier

B. LAMY,

t.

t

1U

1

WlVUilLvLv

DON DIEGO ADDITION.

t
t

GO. a

GOODS

MILLINERY I Prosperity Sale Now On!
Low Prices In All Departments.
Don't Miss It!

MRS. W. LINDHARDT
125 Palace Ave

j

j

Mr. mid Mrs.

V.

j

har-loon-

XvW

JL

IN ALL

m

Whulen, of Las regas, are visitors in the city.
PHONE 180.
0r Albmiuor-man- . est and scenery in and about Santa
Colonel E. W. Dobs-on210 SAN FRANCISCO ST.
i
lie is
here on legal
m the Montezuma.
TTrand Mrs. Paul liadin, whose
Mr. and .Mrs. v. a. lirown, ot l.n
home is in New York, and who have
Junta. Colorado, are sightseers resin been down in Old Mexico, are in the
lured at the Montezuma hotel.
and will protialjiy spenti several;
Mrs. J. If. Wagner and three little city
weeks here. Mr. Kadin is an ethnolsmis left for Las Cruces last evening;loirist. and at
INSURE WITH IIAVWARD AND REST CONTENT.
::::
present connected with;
for a two week's visit with her 1llr"
Cauathe
of
division
tin; ethnological
I ts.
Me was for- iliau geological survey.
Col. George V. T'richard left today
with the bureau of ethnology of
nrviy
he will
for Lincoln county win-rTHIRD MAN THIS
tliia 'country that is operated under;
tend court and visit, the mining prop- - tIll, direction of the Smithsonian insti-- l
WEEK TO TAKE
BICHLORIDE. erty in which he is interested.
tele, of which Mrs. M. O Stevenson is
s. S.
has r. turned from A cue
Dr. iladin and1
of the members.
50xl4D feet, situate in Modern Residence Section on
Automobile Salesman of Chicaoo Got Ibuiluerquo and vicinity, where he lias his wife are charmed with the old
South Side. An Ideal Site for e New Home, and the
Hold of Wrona Box And May Die been busy looking .u.ei me construemi
this imiut. one of tin:
f interested.
Hon
work
of
state
best bargain in Santa Fe. Act
the
highway.
From the Poison.
,,st for rest and study, iti the conn
nils, iiany nan, ei t iujenix,
try.
.St.
suffer- who has been Btoppt'.!g at
Chicago, 111., May 2
B.
The Ottawa Campus, a college paper
is expecting to
sanitarium,
ing all night with pains in his abdoRoom 8, Capital City Bank Building, Santa Fe.
soon to her home in tli.it city.. Published at the Ottawa I'niversit y,
. Al.
men, W. L. McCutcheon, an automoY
Charles L. Moore, of Amarillo, Tex-'as- , Kansas, under date of May 1:1, has tin:
7'ESTATE,-HA"IF
iic"-'IT'S
IT.
REAL
bile salesman, 22 years old, was hor?H
WAR!) Ml
is visiting his iirnilier-in-laand following to say concerning a former ' uj
he
had
rified to discover today that
Mr. and
is. 10. L. Drown, Santa fe high school graduate: "Th's nun
of ;his sister,
bichloride
taken throe
of Arroyo Hondo,
his uncle 13. .1, senior recital given last night in Con.
mercury tablets by mistake for asptier-iti- D'Arey of this city,
servatory hall by Miss Esther Harry
,
lie walked to the olliee of a
Mrs. Liias Clark, ,f Alcalde, wife of jand Miss Mini lludelsou was a very
who rushed him to a hospital.
the popular
and postmaster piiccpBsful affair and was exceptionally
It will be five days, according to the
well attended. The young ladies w ere
that
town, v lio lias been
;at
lively
physicians, before it will be possible
with Mrs. Lei llprseii during given a most, enthusiastic reception.
to determine whether the young tho
past week, re! in :i"il to her home Miss Larry, who completes her course When you can buy PERCOLATORS and CHAFING
man's life, can be saved.
in the voice department, lias a charmyesterday.
DISMBS run by electricity or alcohol ? I have a fine
McCutcheon said that hi; was com- Miss Parker, cf Manhattan avenue, ing persontility and sung delightfully
assortment of the Slerneau " Inferno," all high- plaining of feeling badly last night at i,..ft ,..,
for as rnices to at. l,cv urogram of well chosen songs. The m
his boarding house when a frind sug- tend a reunion of the former students group of Franz, llrahms and Giisg es-- i a
grade chafing dishes, on which you can cook a
meal, and the percolators which w ill make a cup
gested that he should take some
and
the
cf the Slate Agriculltiinl college, site I wiwlly suited her voice
J
lie got hold of the will remain for commencement exer "Slumber Song" by Nevin with violin
of most delicious coffee in a lew minutes.
tablets,
wrong box and took the mercury tab- - cises.
obligato by Miss Gladys Tanner was J
SAN FRANCISCO STRLFT.
U. C. YONTZ,
jh ts without realizing his mistake.
.I:mes A. Kreiu !. .state engineer, perhaps one of her most jileasing iitimU. V. Krvien, comtnissioner
ers."
of public
ARRANGES FOR LIGHT HOUSES. lands and Judge C. .1. Hoberts, of the
San Diego, Calif., May
state supreme con!!, lett loony lor
STUDENT COMMITS SUICIDE.
Mellen, formerly major of the engin- Las VegTs, to look after slate highway
South liot.lilehein. Pa., May 24.- -eer corps, Mexican army, is in San and land matters.
from what was declared to
Suffering
Miss .Marion Bishop loaves Sunday be temporary aberration of the mind,
Diego for the purpose, he said, of ar- ranging for construction of light for San Diego, where she will join Alfred V. Siegel of Salt Lake City,
houses, of Todos Santos, south of En- - her parents, who have been ppend- Utah, a student, of the university
Me says in
several months there. She will here, shot and killed himself at his
senada, lower California.
- VV. A. WILLIAMS,
construction has been authorized by pass part of her vacation before the apartments today.
fall term of school in that locality.
Siegel was about 22 years old and
eventually the worst spots on the
Jay Tttrley and family are moviir was a memlcr of t'.ie class of l:i:i.
Lower California coast will be pro-- j into the city from the Xagel ranch
Revideo with lights.
Lines.
Hack
which is located near Sunniotint sani-- i
tariurn, and will occupy a place on THE LATEST FASHION NOTE
can
Best Rigs
1'alace avenue, just, beyond A. I!. Uene-- I
To
ban's residence, which is owned by Snyff: "It is :i wisp pn eatiLioti nu'iihi.sl
PROMPT SERVICE.
TWO AND FOUR HORSE OUTFITS.
SADDLE PONIES.
tt' lintijt't'y i'i pttvtfpttintf IkiIos tn
W'heelon.
llit1 slio.-.Del! I)r.J. J. Fielding, foreman of the road
bit'ov inttinK Hum fi"."
Phone 139. 310 San Francisco St.
Love
hr l'.i nimis
work left today for Lamy, where con-- j
n,to f
Maternal Instinct Greatly Developed by
struction work on the state highway septic powder. Allen's l'oot-J- '
us
Teaching Children to Love their Dolls.
is in progress.
He will go on to Al the siloes, and lind Dial it se
ten times over In keepinfv hoi' The little child's dull Is mother to tlin buquerque a little later and get state
ami
Ami In tlw
cnhiK friction
must romantic fairy.
who will be put at work on lory jis we
prisoners
Ithnt puna, tl"! doll fndrs into the pcoiU
nliil oclilng of llle
and consequent
of a June rose, to evolve the nn.sl won- - the road between that place
fed.
Idrons of nil tianstonuiuluns.
Lamy.
And now conies h mure serious penoi!
ISmiliauo Luc.ero, the popular and
efficient sheriff, of Bumloval county,
mi uxanrLruuTj nrtp
was an arrival in the city last even- rnsuxnrLnnn
You
We
is
ing, and
"shaking hands with his 3
MIL.
214
many Santa Fe' friends. Mr. Lucero
a
is attending to official business
and I
We
Sell
will return to Bernalillo, his home,
this evening.
NOW OPEN
-:- WHOLESALE AND RETAIL.
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL.
Mr. and Mrs. Hugh H. Williams rewhiu tlio joy of real motherhood should ba
New
to
Under
a
tho
tained
!j
city yesterday, coming
Management.
as trnnu.u!l its best rlTort ran provlilo.
with a wonderful in from Doming. Mr. Williams is lookThis is iHTomplishcrt
Wholesome.
Guaranteed Pure. Clean
New Cook and New Bill of Fare.
nil exremedy known us Mother's
ternal npiillcallon so penetrating in ita ing well since his trip to Washington
Mllllf Mtllllllllll
niitnre us to thoroughly luurlciite every and enthusiastic over the prospect of
p
Everything Clean and
curd, nerve, muscle and tendon involved.
one of the mebers of the interWell Cooked.
There will he no pain, none of that, getting
nutisea or morning sickness, no sensation state commerce commission to come
PRICES ARE RIGHT. 1
of distress or strain ot expundlni; muscles. here and consider the rate matter in a
1 16
The nerves, too, will he calm, thus making
M. O'CONNELL,
P
Come and See.
the period one of resiTitl days, of poacei'uf few days.
p
nights and a source of happiest anticipation.
LeRoy M. Harrison, special agent
MRS. EDYTH WILLIAMS,
f
The young, expectant mother must be care- of
the bureau of statistics, of the de- fully watchful lest she hecume absorbed la
3
headwith
of
those mental distresses which illy prepare partment
agriculture,
her for the most Important event In her life. quarters at. Albuquerque, is in
the
Mother's friend enables her to avoid all
Fensation of dread, worry o'.- pain, and Urns' city and made a pleasant call on the
she Is preserved in health and strength to New Mexican today. Mr. Harrison is
lake up the joyful tusk of motherhood.
calling on several ranchers and those
c
You will find Mother's Friend nn sale at
all drug stores at $1.00 a bottle. Do not fail Interested in fruit culture in this secft
DISTRIBUTOR OF
tion with a view to oblaininx statisto use It regularly as directed. Write
to Uradtield Itetrulator Co., IMS Lamar lltdg., tics
the outlook of crops
concerning
most
valuable
little
for
their
Atlanta, (ia.,
in this section of the state.
guide book for rpecUuit mothers.
Samuel Eldodt, of Chamita, former
IN BOTTLES
territorial treasurer, who is a promikinds
all
Soda
of
of
Waters made from Pure Distilled
Manufacturer
val-- !
of the
r

President.

(Owing to the great Interest manl
fested in the Persona! Column, the
New Mexican requests Its readers to
send in by mall (a postcard will do)
or by telephone (call "31") Items of
this column. By doing so the read
ers will confer a favor on the New
Com'
Mexican and on their friends.
munications sent by mall should bear
the signature of the writer).

iuti'i-ostin-

WWW HISFIWH WTf

fm mm

PERSONALS Big Reduction

and important meet,
ing of two important committee of lh;
chamber of commerce was held Tliurs-daat the old Palace. It was a joint
meeting of the committee on public
funds and utilities and the committee
on railroads. Both the chairmen were
present, Arthur Seliyman, of the first
and Levi A.
named
committee,
Hughes, of the second, and the meet- ing was fairly well attended by otlK.-On the suggestion of Mr.
members.
Hughes .Mr. Seligman acted as chair- Matters conceruiim the water
land lighting system, the paving, tho
telephone service, sewerage and sol
forth, including the railroad situation,
were discussed, and the utmost
and unity of purpose prevailed.
These committees
expect to have
something of great interest to offer in
a short time.
An

N. B. LAUGHLIN,
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$50.00 Down,

Warranty

FINE

'

Balance, $10.00 Per Month

Deed

-

t

1913 Taxes Paid.

Oil-rol- l

-

,,

()W

j

O. C. WATSON & CO.

i

Yin-rent'- s

i

C. A. BISHOP)
SURETY

INSURANCE

t

BONDS-LO-

one-grai-

,d

doe-tor-

j

:

WHY BE BAKED OVER A HOT STOVE? :

g

4- -

MANAGER,

A

ANS

Phone, 189 J.
:
:
Santa Fe, New Mexico
1 19 San Francisco St.,

t

HAY WARD,

JOSEPH

Jr

,

J

i

'

MULLIGAN & RISING,
FUNERAl DIRECTORS
License Numbers,

JEWELER,

Day or Night Phone, 139 Main.

66-6-

1

Next Door to Postoffice,

24.-lla- fael

.RN
NOBBIEST OUTFITS IN THE CITY

Prompt Attention and the Best
of Satisfaction Guaranteed.

Hacks and Baggage Transfer.

Entire Stable

and Baggage
stocked.

j

Sequel

For

Telephone 9 W

GASPER ST.

GENERAL LIVERY

j

Buggies and Saddlers a Specialty.

104 DON

THE STAR PROPRIETOR.
BARN

-

get.

you

ih--

t

i

oo-i--

Sjfo

V' THEAMEPICN

,

Money.
Trial
Phone
Order.
Telephone
Cash.
for
and
Buy

New State Cafe

THE SANTA FE HAY AND GRAIN CO.
Galisteo St.
Mgr.,

-

i

x

power of first-claonly realized the business-buildin- g
stationery, you would choose your own Bond Paper and
not intrust its selection to a subordinate
ss

-

you would specify

efficient,

LMANACiKlt.

-

And, if you wanted to make your business stationery
100

J.

and

-

IF YOU BUSINESS MEN

Flour

Hay, Grain
Can Save

in

LEMP'S KEG and BOTTLE BEER
BUDWEISER

nent merchant

Espanola
and who is interested in the mer-H. S. KAUNE & CO. ley,
cantile business at San Juan, was in
itown on business today. Mr. Eldodt
that the new church beiiiK erectthe Price says
Where Quality Governs
ed at San Juan by .Rev. Father C.
Seux, which is constructed of brick,
and Price the Quality

-

Water-Mark- )

(Fuc-Simi-

The De Luxe Business Paper
because by comparison you would find that COUPON
BOND is far beyond the average Bond Paper in quality-chara- cter
impressiveness, and all that makes stationery

'

Its not a new idea, but one!
well worth considering when
you buy your Groceries. The
purity and wholesomeness o.'
all foods sold in our store
Is your best kind of Health
Insurance for you. inferior
goods are not sold by r. Wc
leave that to thoSw who wish
HIGH
chances.
to take
QUALITY AND A PRICE AS
LOW AS THIS QUALITY
WILL PERMIT Is the basis
upon which we want our
P'ease
reputation to rest.
remember this.

really productive.

Just specify COUPON BOND today. And see the
Let us show you samples.

difference.

NEW MEXICAN PRINTING COMPANY. AGENTS.
. N. M- Santa
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.

R. 1 W., N. M. P. M.

Small Holding Claim No. 5838 017877.
Department of the Interior, United
States Land Office, Santa Fe, N. M.,
April 9, 1913.
Notice is hereby given that the
claimant has filed notice
of his intention to make final proof Is
support of his claim under Sections 16
and 17 of the act of March 3, 1891
(26 Stats., S34), as amended by the
act of February 21, 1893 (27 Stats.,
470), and that said proof will be made
before Juan C. Sandoval at Cuba, N.
M., on May 20th, viz: Fortino Castillo
NW
SE
NW
for the S
NE
NW
NW
NW
NW
NE
SW
NW
NW
K
NW
W
NE
SE
NE
Sec. 3, T. 21 N., R.
NW
SW
SW
1 W., and S
SE
SE
NE 4 SE
SW 4 SW
NE
SW
SW
SE
SW
W 2
SE
NE
SE
SW
SW
SW 4
NW
SE
NE
S 2 S 2 NW
N
SE
SE
2
SE
SW
NE
NW 4 SE
NW
Sec. 34, T. 22 N.,
SE
4

2

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

2

1-- 2

4

4

4

2

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

Any person who desires to protest
against the allowance of said proof, or
who knows of any substantial reason
under the laws and regulations of the
Interior Department why such proof
should not be allowed will be given an
opportunity at the
time and place to
the
witness of said claimant, and to offer
evidence in rebuttal of that submitted
by claimant

Another car load of
Boss Patent Flour.
PURE FOODS
Monarch Canned Coeds,
Richelieu Canned Goods,
Hunt's Hand Peeled California Canned Fruits.

above-mentione- d

cross-examin- e

CHASE & SANBORN'S
Tea and Coffee.

MANUEL R. OTERO,
Register.

4

4

JUST RECEIVED

N. M.

4

4

4

LaJara,

4

4

4

4

He names the following witnesses
to prove his actual continuous adverse
possession of said tract for twenty
years next preceding the survey of
the township, viz:
3. J. Salazar, of Cuba, N. M.; Hllario
Lucero, of Cuba, N. M.; Onofre Uarcia,
of LaJara, N. "M.; Diego Morales, of

It

will not pay you to waste your
time writing out your legal forms
when you can get thera already printed at the Now Mexican Printing
Company.

H.

S. KAUNE

8

CO.

Where Prices ar Bast
For Sat Oualitv.

will be a handsome
edifice. The
prospects for a big crop this year are
is
good in the valley and everyone
busy.
.Miss Mary C. ('onion,
the
graduate nurse of this city
who left for Pueblo, Colorado, about
two months ago to consult with Dr.
Carl Lassen the B"ilin specialist, and
who was operated upon for frontal
sinus congestion, returned to the city
today feeling greatly improved and
she is receiving the congratulations
and best wishes of her many friends
in Santa Fe, who ui'3 glad to have her
back to "The City with the Open
Cafe."
The following from the New York
Times is of interest to many residents of Santa Fe, particularly those
who have lived here for a long number of years: Harriett Vaughan Abbott Ladd, wife of the Rev. Horatio
Oliver Ladd, rector emeritus of Grace
Episcopal church in Jamaica, L. 1.,
died on Tuesday at her home, 431
Hill.
Greenwood avenue, Richmond
She was born in Koxbury, Mass., in
1S39. Her mother, Mrs. Jane Williams Bourne Abbott, was a direct descendant df Myles Standish.
Powell
Mr. and
Mrs. Alexander
were sightseeing in and about Santa
Fe yesterday. Mr. Powell is getting
material for an article on Santa Fe
for
and its surrounding attractions
Sunset Magazine. He has written extensively on oriental rugs and other
subjects, and he and his wife have
been more than delighted with the
treatment accorded them here and
surprised and pleased with the
uniqueness and ancient atmosphere
of the old capital. Mr. Jeancon of the
chamber of commerce, and Mr. Chapman of the School of American
Archaeology took the visitors about
and showed them the ooints of inter-- .

THE

water.

Agent for Manitou Spring Mineral Water.
Santa Fe, New Mex.

TELEPHONE 35 J

piodern Grocer
COMPANY

gpr;
1

Mrs. Warner
Is now furnishing us
with her fresh HOME
MADE BREAD and
ROLLS, PIES, COFFEE CAKES, LAYER
CAKES, Etc., every
hour in the day. If
you have tried them
we need say no more,
but if you have not,
get busy, you don't
know what you have
been missing.

Fresh Vegetables Daily

SUMMER TOURIST

312

SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO,
TO- -

Denver,

.

Pueblo,

.

Chicago, .
St. Paul, .
New York,

PRESERVING.

FOR

S21.10 Colorado Springs, $18.15
16.35 Salt Lake, Ogden, 40.00
47.35
51.85 St. Louis.

....

51.85 Buffalo,
Y., . . 66.45
78.85 Atlantic City, . . 79.35
On sale daily June 1st to Sept. 30th. Return limit, October
3 1st, except that to points east of Chicago and St. Louis
return limit is 60 days from date of sale
N.

CALIFORFIA

We save yon moneyon
STRAWBERRIES

RATES

LOS ANGELES,
SAN DIEGO,
On

P4J'&i

sale daily, June 1st to Sept. 30th,

SAN FRANCISCO,

OAKLAND,

1913.

Return limit,

SPECIAL EXCURSIONS
LOS ANGELES,

FINE CANDIES

SAN DIEGO,

MU.55

SAN FRANCISCO,
OAKLAND,

Dates of sale, June 30, July 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7.
Also on sale August 22, 23,2t, 25, 26. 27, 28, 29.

PJO.OO

Ocfober-JIst-

,

1913

Ccf) CC

Return limit, August 31st.
Return limit, Oct. 22, 1913.

SUMMER TOURI5T RATES
on sale to many other points in the United States and Canada.

For further particulars call on or address.

H. S. LUTZ, Agt.,
i nJrinnri nnnnnrinnnixurruiriA

I

.. ,1

SANTA FE, N. M.

J

:
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SWITZERLAND OF AMERICA.

Entered as Second Cluss Matter at the Saata Fe Postoffice
Published Daily
The Santa Fe New Mexican
English Weekly
The New Mexican Review
El Nuevo Mexicano
Spanish Weekly

President
General Manager

Charles M. Stauffer
J. Wight Giddings
William F. Brogan

mm

Editor

SUBSCRIPTION
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PROFESSOR TAFT NOT CHANGED.

II" 1'rolessor Taft keeps on handing out. the 'logic" with which ho started
in at Yale, he will queer himself with the people of the couu'rj even more
to
than he did as president. That hist remark, made a few days ago,
indicate that he did not unite catch the cause of the castigation given hift
last November.
Me says that now that "too many representaiives are pyi.ig altogether
too much attention to what their constituents want."
It was that same view which caused his downfall, and thai, has pHn-ithe Republican party where it is.
The, original theory was, when the government was established, that
the constituents of a representative really had something tc ?ay about his
ourse in congress. The very title Itself, would seem to indicate that. It
would seem to mean that he was to represent their views and wishes a.id
se'-m-

the lights might be arranged so a red
mint? iiui iiiifiiL oiimc lut?
where the news man is Bitting, or the
entertainment might be opened by a
remark from the master of ceremonies: "A representative of the New
Mexican is here. Let the exercises
proceed."
Something surely ought to be done
to relieve the anxious tension that
fires the nerves of those who are so
afraid things will not be done right,
ft is a pity to have peeople suffer so
nu nave an uie pleasure or an enter- uuumeiii. uiKen away uecause uiese
certain ones are so fearful that some
one else tne newspaper
man, ot
course is not tending to his business.
Can someone suggest a way to relieve the suffering of these over
wrought and supersensitive
i--i

SEES IT

THEY'RE OFF.
The class of 3913 is off the map as
far as existence as an organized body
class
:s concerned and a new senior
ti'kes the stage, the class of 1914.
It looks a long way ahead to the
next graduation day, but before we
fairly realize it, the school room wii'.
be open again and the youngsters will
be trooping in to take up the work.
The movements and the progress of
the members of the class that has just
gone out will be watched with great
Interest by the host of friends in theif
home city, as they come into the big
field and devote their energies to new
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of the firm " and tieated accordingly.
W hether you have handled a bank
book all your life, or whether you come
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COURT CASES (N
THE MEADOW CITY
(From Las Vegas Optic.)
.Judge David J. Leahy Thursday afternoon refused to grant the motion
ef Attorneys Veeder and Veeder that
the case of Ramon Garcia, charged
with the murder of Gabriel Gallegos,
hi. continued until the next term of
court. Garcia's counsel argued thct
they were not ready for trial because
cf the absence of a material witness
hi Colorado.
They stated that this
witness would testify that Garcia had
signed a contract to work in the Colorado beet fields, and was on his way
to the railway station to take a train
to the scene
of his employment
when the shooting, which the defense
claims was accidental, occurred.
District Attorney Charles W. G.
Ward stated that the prosecution
would be willing to admit that this
witness, if broueht into court, wouia
eo testify. The objection having thus
been djBposed of judge Leahy order.
ed the case brought Immediately
to
trial.
Tho umrb nr
,,rinn
began this morning. At noon the
trial panel was not complete, but
was thought 12 jurors would be qualified during the afternoon, which woulil
permit of the beginning of the taking
of evidence.
Judging from the cara- ful examination which
every juror
was given before being accepted by
the defense, the case will be fought
desperately by the prisoner's attorneys. It is thought the case likely
will require all of tomorrow before being given to the jury.
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duties.
I know how they feel today, these
young people who have just finished AMONG THE EDITORS.
SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO.
the first lap in the grinding, competitive race in which they have just enWhose Next.
tered. All of us know who have nad
California has done her worst and
the experience of going to school and
passed the eventful graduation night, the results and effects are being await- .'nterests.
Cuisine and Table Service Unexcelled. Rooms en suit with
what it means. The young peo-nl- ey wiui interest, vwiose move next:
just
life
in
d
men
have
piihlic
We have been drifting away from this view ai
as if The government at Washington or the
a
sort
of
lost
feeling,
have
private baths. Electric light, Steam Heat,
grown to feel that they are the sole judges of what should be done and how it something had gone out of life, and government of
Rec-i- l
Roswell
Central Location.
Japan?
should be done. Gradually they have drifted away from the anchorage which
has. The days of freedom from
established this nation and become the dictators of policies and methods and
sponsibility other than to have lessoii3
THOS. DORAN,
Liked Beans Best.
Large Sample Rooms.
selections cf men for positions.
and of keeping up to the re'earned
i
car.diriitc-wawhr-'Hie
s
to
It
hard
understand
the
The constituent was no longer in the picture, only
why
of the school curriculum,
Mexican federal prisoners at Fort
and then he was a most important figure, and quirements
seeking a
will not come again, and the new rethe only wish of the anxious seeker after office was to carry out the des'ies
will be of a different Miss turned down good beef and potasponsibilities
toes in favor of frijoles and tortillas.
of the electorate, even from the least to the greatest.
kind.
An American soldier would not think
The Republican party might have wen the big battle last fall and m!':nt
of
in
his
address
Wallace
Fiske,
have retained the prestige it had gained, had this view of Professor Taft not welcome last night, said that the of using beans for anything but loadOPEN DAY AND NIQMT
been adopted by its leaders and had they not become innoculated with the
in
later hfn ing shrapnel, and mending shoe solos
coming
friendships
From
La Salle
germ of tyranny and dictation.
would never be quite what the school would be considered a legitimate use
BARRANCA
TAOS
leather-lik- e
The wants of the constituents are going to be regarded as the most
bread.
for
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day friendships are, and he was right.
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Several additional indictments weri
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important element in the elections of the future, .let it be understood, and The time will never come when the Graphic.
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those members of congress who hold to the views of Professor Taft will feel members of the class of 1913 will not
returned yesterday afternoon by the
II.
Telephone
Bounds
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the weight of displeasure of the people as it was felt by the Yale professor watch with deep interest tho progress
Considerable talk has been made grand jury. M. L. Fox, editorial writ
Leaves Barranca on the arrival of
when it swept him so suddenly and forcibly from Washington to New Haven. made by their classmates in the big within the past few days of erecting a er for the Albuquerque Journal, war. Two Doors Below F. Andrews Store.
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in various lines, which visited Madison four days to learn how a state
I am dying, then the sensation vidual to boost for the erection of a that Fox will be arraigned on this inwith state and city government in general ser- is "If
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which we intend to make an annual
event, was given April 4th. and was
declared by all present to be an unAll of those who
qualified success.
took part on the program, including
the president, Wallace Flske, who presided, displayed an ease, an animation, a determination which would do
credit to any school. In tho faculty
impersonation, while all were excep
tionally good, Edward Cartwright as
Lougee, and Dorothy Hayward as Miss
Staley, were especially impressive and
established
reputations for themselves.
All of the characters in the farce
"Murder Will Out," performed
their
parts in such a way as to be subject
of pride to pupils and teachers alike
and we hope next year again to be
able to put on a play of as much general interest and we trust that the
same
public will grant to us the
enthusiastic
hearty,
appreciation
extended to us during the past year.

m

ME

IV

each pupil and the enthusiastic support of each patron and friend, we
hope to be able to make each year a
stepping stone toward higher things
and to build for our Sympozium a reputation, to develop in the heart of
each member a loyalty and love
which will stay with them through
life.

UALEDICTORY
(By Leila Laws.)
We launch tonight, where ihall we
anchor?
Four years ago we entered high
school a playful, half serious bunch
Soon we found hat to
of children.
graduate from high school meant
four years of hard work, and thus our
playfulness gradually vanished as we
became more conscious of our task.
But by the time we had completed
our Sophomore year we had put awn
all childish things and learned the one
I

PAGE SEVEN

MEXICAN

derful development since the crea- tlon of the world. We shall see
tented towns transferred as if by
We shall
magic into great cities.
see men delve into the very bowels
of the earth and bring forth the rare- est of gems and the purest of metals,
shall dive to the very depths
of the ocean and study the science
of its uttermost rocks and corals. We
shall see men conquer the sky and
fly like the wild fowls of the air. We
shall see men take the very lightning
of the storm from the skies and force
it to do their bidding. These arc the
wonders we must encounter ua we
set sail out on the sea of life.
P!?ture If you will Abraham Lincoln as he stood before the state conin
vention at Springfield,
Illinois,
1858 and delivered that famous ora
tion, "A house divided against Itself
cannot stand," and molded the opin- ion that decided the fate of a nation,
And then after that dreadful war to

ll

ERCSE

their worst, but over them rolls a a joy forever."
To Miss Staley the Seniors leave
healing tide of years and they are lost
the pleasant remembrance of a bril
g the
tQ v,
m B
efl.
t
liant class, especially in Virgil. May
8ion- and lmrd,y Bhows a scar'
Rul"
she always be as lucky.
era around whom clustered new forms
To Miss Hut son, Miss Sena,
Mr.
of civilization pass away, but great-Me- Wagner and .Mr. Lougee, the Seniors
er men succeed them. Nations are bequeath a large bundle of hickory
switches, and a silver tablet on which
h
'
is engraven tliiB axiom,
the
ed: revolutions rise and rivers run rod and spoil the child." "Spare
with the blood of patriots; the globe
itself seems headcl toward the abyss;
new patriots are born; higher hopes CLASS PROPHECY
bloom out like stars; but still re(By Marian Burouglis)
One morning during cold weather
mains the two greatest and most satisfying pictures on which the soul the class assembled before Mr. Loucan gaze humanity and God.
gee for commercial arithmetic.
The
Dear friends, teachers, and school lesson was hard and while waiting
mates, on behalr of the class of 1913, for our teacher to figure out an exI bid you a kind farewell.
Classmates planation for a problem my attention
under the guidance of that unseen was irresistibly attracted to the fire
-

n

PRIN. GEORGE LOUGEE
hand may your ship of life always be place.
Gertrude and Jean were giggling
directed so that you may find anchor
and Shorty and Dot were writing
age in the harbor of success.
SUPT. J. H. WAGNER.
notes but in spite of this my surroundings suddenly became a blank
I found myself gazing through
the en autumn of the
year 1909 that the
fire into the FUTURE!
ADDRESS OF WELCOME
class responded to the tall of a high
I saw my class mates
There
of
school education. We never shall for(By Wallace Flske)
1913 living their
lives
respective
Ladies and gentlemen, in behalf of
get how the members of the higher
now.
from
twenty years
the class of nineteen thirteen, I bid
stared at us and really we
..
The first picture showed a corri classes
.
- . II
k
out of place. The first day
felt
you welcome here tonight. It is unquite
dor in the state capitol of New Mexiwas in fact the most trying, because
necessary to Bay that, to us at least,
co. I could see no one but I heard
re
we must admit everything was strange
this marks an important epoch in our
faintly a melodious counter-teno- r
to us and it was a very difficult prop
lives, to all of us perchance the first,
voice singing the
song.
to many possibly the one fraught with
to act as well as the Seniors.
It gradually increased in volume and osition
As the days rolled by we became well
greatest moment.
old
man
at
withered
a
last
bent,
ap
We do not wish to elaborate our
acquainted with the rules and ways
peared, carrying a mop and a pail of of the
work of the past four years. There is
school, so we organized our
water. He seemed rapt in his music
which is now one of great imnot one of us who would not honestly
most
on class,
and
a
had
angelic
expression
confess that he might have done betportance.
his face so angelic that at first
Our work in the oratorical contest,
ter.
did not recognize him. Imagine
my
music, and athletics has proven our
Psychologists have proved to us that
on
class
my
discovering
surprise
class loyal and true. This year has
as a youth is during his adolescent
mate Wallace E. Flske, Janitor!
of great enjoyment to all
period, so he Is likely to be throughAs I was about to greet him the been one
and
are so many things to
there
out life. The body he develops, the
whole vision changed to a noisy,
look forward to.
mind he trains, the heart he expands,
crowded third class theater. The air
To the faculty we owe a great porthe character he builds will dominate
was filled with cigarette smoke but
Men are but
and sway his future.
the spectators did not seem to notice tion of our knowledge for they have
taken a great interest in each of us.
grown-uboys and so it is quite fitting
it, for they were intently watching
Soon we will be separated and may
that we should consider what foundathe performers three girls (?) of
tion we have laid for the superthe each win what he is striving for in
doubtful age who were doing
to be true to the
life, not
structure.
"Turkey Trot", "Bunny Hug" and lavender forgetting
and green and Santa Fe's
Some one has said that "Education
"Texas Tommy." They all seemed
school-Clais preparation for complete living."
familiar and at last I discovered they high
Officers, Seniors.
were three of my classmates Jean
Trusting to the wisdom of our School
President, Wallace Fiske.
Board, parents and teachers we have
Law, Gertrude Gormley and Leila
Vice president, Miriam Cartwright.
followed the course prescribed for us.
Laws, known in the theatrical world
we have studied some
Secretary, Dorothy Hayward.
as "The Dancing Triplet."
Doubtless
Treasurer, Anna Dorman.
With the applause for their act the
things which we will never turn to
financial gain, but has the pursuit of
Members.
gave
picture of these surroundings
Marion Burroughs, Frank Cunning
these taught us the proper attitude
place to one of a beautifully appointed boudoir. There, by the fire, Bat a ham, Miriam Cartwright, Anna Dor
toward life? Have w learned to ap
handsome matron telling stories to man, Wallace Flske, Gertrude Gormpredate our opportunities, to realize
two
children. I had no dif- ley, Dorothy Hayward, Lulu Krick,
our responsibilities 7 we are now
ficulty in recognizing sweet and gra- Leila Laws, Jean Law, Dorothy Saf
leaving our dear old High School and
another ford.
cious Miriam Cartwright,
it is a time for both rejoicing and remember of our class of '13. At the
Class Colors.
gret. Some of us will continue our
door appeared a tall, distinguished
work in higher Institutions of learnLavender and Green.
once
at
man. But the whole picture faded
ing, some perhaps will begin
to face the real activities of life. In
before I could ascertain whether I
SENIOR BIOGRAPHIES
knew him or not.
our new sphere of life, wherever it
Next I saw a crowded street. At
be, we will face new duties and form
(By Mariam Cartwright.)
But, however sweet
new friendships.
the corner on a rickety box, with her
"Mim" or "Maryain't" was born
will
be,
may
hat over one ear, her clothes flapping October 8, 1895. She joined the
these new associations
in the breeze and waving her um graduating class in the second grade
they ever take the place of the friendbrella wildly at a gaping crowd, stood and has ever been a credit to it. In
ships made during our school days?
a short, fat, woman making a vitriolic the clas play Mim takes the part of
And so, as we say farewell to our
I could hear her voice and Mollie
r
speech.
Alma Mater and go forth to join the
and
Stiles, a
suddenly realized that the speaker causes great excitement every time
band of loyal Alumni, we set our faces
none
was
dead
other
than
Hay"the
past
Dorothy
forward and, letting
she blows a kiss out the window.
ward, suffragette!
Miriam's favorite expression is "Well
bury its dead," we shall strive to keep
enorAcross the street, under an
what do you know about soap," her
alive the fire of hope for the future,
on
comes
mous "Votes for Women" banner
and
knowing that each day that
occupation is drawing
general
a still more rickety box and harangu- she can be found anywhere with
should mean more to us than any in
ing even more violently, stood anoth- Anna! Everyone that sees Mim had
the past because it is the result of all
er suffragette.
Suddenly the box to stop and look again.
our yesterdays. So, remembering
With her
gave way and as she fell I Baw her smiles and dimples she wins everythat:
her
And
was.
It
Dorman
Anna
selfface,
body's heart. She is into everything,
expression was identical to the one that is going but can appear very digcontrol."
in
she wore when she broke the seat
nified and solemn when the occasion
These three lead life to sovereign
Mr. Lougee's claBB room.
a
demands it.
power let us strive to attain unto
As her fall seemed to incapacitate
Safford Every
trained mind and a
Dorothy Valentine
strong body,
mounted one
calls
her, another suffragette
and
Dotta,
Dorothy
pure heart.
took
what was left of the box and
the expression
"For Pat's sake"
up the speech where her colleague always brings her to mind. "Dotta"
LITERARY SOCIETY
had left off, with equal vehemence. It was born at Aztec, N. M., Feb. 14,
was not until she had finished that I 1895, and joined the class in the secAs we speak of the various activirealized that I had seen her sometime ond grade. As Mrs Gaggesby in the
ties and accomplishments of the past
before. Then it dawned on me that class play Dorothy was an immense
school year it is only fitting that we
Lulu
she was my 1913 classmate,
should review the work done by the
Krick.
This
Sympozium Literary Society.
Just then a huge automobile dashed up to the curb and a beautiful woman alighted a veritable lady bountiful. She had enormous baskets of
candy and flowtars, she was giving
freely to the poor. Every one seemed to love her and when she smiled I
recognized Dorothy Safford!
The last of my series of visions
proved the greatest surprise of all. I
suddenly saw a spacious music room.
with
A singing class was in session
III II
kwjS''"
Frank Cunningham teacher. He was
singing crescendos and trills with
the greatest ease and ability.
RIGHT, COMING DOWN:
(1) Lulu Krlck, Wallace Flske, Miriam Cartwright, Jean Law. (2). Anna Derm an, Marlon Burroughs, Dorothy Safford. (3) Gertrude Gormley, Frank
Just then Mr. Lougee solved that
Cunningham, Dorothy Hayward, Leila Laws.
problem to his satisfaction and my
dream was ended. As I came to my
senses and gazed on the faces of my
The last program of the year which thing all high school pupils must be able to give that inspiring Gettys- CLASS WILL
classmates and there saw promise of
WHO
The burg address to his countrymen. Such
was given the afternoon of May 7th learn, that is, how to study.
in this
truth
prophecy.
(Anna Dor man.)
was the best of the regular sessions Junior year passed pleasantly as we thoughts as those fill us with hope
KNOWS?
it
Be
remembered
the
that
we,
nobler
to
higher and
and is an earnest of the future. As the Senior year proved to be the most and urge us on
MARION BISHOP
we look back upon the past year we difficult yet the most profitable for in Ideals. Or the thoughts of Frances Senior class of the Santa Fe high
SENIOR CLASS
feel we have not worked in vain but this year all the sharp edges and cor- Willard In her famous speech at At- school of the state of New Mexico
The class of 1913 is one of the most
as we look on to the future, our brain ners have been smoothed and polish- lanta, Georgia, when she said, "His- do make this our last will and testaELSIE 8TALEY
ment in manner following. That is illustrious that ever entered the success. She was blessed with a
grows dizzy at the vast possibilities ed, all the intricate questions, prob- tory shows us with what tenacity the
tongue which got her into many a
Santa Fe high school.
Earthquake, to say
but with the help of our teachers the lems, and languages solved and com- human race survives.
We order and direct that all our
was a beautiful day in the gold- - scrape, yet the same redeeming
It
of pleted. It is now we realize that the famine, and pestilence have done
and
effort
earnest
was
effected
in
the
organization
early
debts, just and unjust, mostly untongue got her out again. When it
Senior year is like the mills of Ood,
part of the year and while there is
comes to dancing "Dotta" is there
shall be paid with all inconvenjust,
"grind
though
they
slowly
yet
be'
In
they
to
desired
great advancement
Mr. Bernard Spitz.
Her genthe goods everytime.
ient
with
speed
by
sure."
exceedingly
grind
the coming years this has been an im
Misses Dorothy Safford and Dorois talking sign laneral
occupation
Let me give our last tribute to
portant step In the right direction and
guage and' gesticulating wildly. She
thy Hayward bequeath unto the Juntherekindness and thanks to our teachers,
much good has been gained
iors their extra brains, the said Dorocan be found at anytime going to the
who for four long years have patientfrom.
bookstore.
thys having affirmed that they posThe entire student body of the
ly and earnestly answered our quessess more grey matter than they
Hayward
Dorothy
Josephine
been
our
us
have
member
with
in
the
and
tions
school
composed
hlKh
was born at Spirit Lake,
know what to do with. No doubt the
"Shorty"
in
of
sorrow
our
member
the
of
and
each
times
many
society
ship and
Juniors will be grateful for this much
Iowa, April 13, 1895. She joined the
was required to take part in at least
pleasant occasions and were always
needed gift.
class In the eighth grade and has
one debate. Very little work of such
ready to help and aid us at our re
Also to the Juniors, the Seniors
things humming ever since, and
kept
kind had been done by any of the
quest. We feel under great obligaa consequence her favorite expresleave their desks including every ink
as
tions to our board of education, who
pupils previously and the progress of
sion is "Well don't you like it" As
spot and the view. Also any stray
have taken so much Interest In our
some was quite evident. We feel that
Miss "Jim" Channing in the class
bits of candy and notes which may
Daniel
.Wecome
a
a
each
notice
to
work
and
of
the
personal
in
years
crackShortie la "a
have been left behind.
play
from
arise
the
class.
Shaw
member
of
may
Anna
bster or an
To the Sophomores we leave a fine
er." Her general occupation is writhonor.
do
us
our ranks to
The time has come when we must
be
ing notes and Bhe can always
example of studious youth. We hope
The other work of the society conbid farewell to our high school and
la
found with the bunch. Dorothy
It.
by
profit
may
they
sisted of music, declamation, readings,
enter the school of life although we
an inveterate tease but is always
order
Seniors
To
the
Freshman
the
papers, etc. We did not attempt a
may receive instruction from greater
about it and consethat a book on artistic designs and
great amount of original work as we
seats of learning, we will always
is
very
popular.
as
quently
sent
be
shall
colors
for pennants
felt that the members must "learn to
hold dear the memories of Santa Fe.
Gertrude Agnus Gormley She was
a memorial of this class. Also there
do by doing" and more extensive work
born at Boston, April 10, 1895. "GerAt the close of these exercises our
will be given a beautiful 1913 pencan be taken up as these abilities are
tie" has frolicked all her life and gotschool days arejver and we shall
a proof to the fortunate
as
nant
high
developed.
MARIE SENA
ten In and out of trouble Innumerable
STELLA HUT30N
Freshles that "a thing of beauty Is
MARY MARTIN
step into a period of the moBt won- The open session of the Sympozium
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1896.
He Joined the class In the
eighth grade and ever since his class
mate have heard his "Say," at every
turn. He took the part of Major Kilpepper In the Senior play and made
quite a hit, even with the real Aunt
Jane. Frank Is a very
likable person and It is a well known
fact in the high school that no one
ever saw Frank angry. As some one
said his general occupation was doing nothing and he could be found
good-nature-

anywhere resting.

EIGHTH GRADE
The graduating exercises of the
Eighth Grade took place yesterday
morning at 10:30 o'clock in the auditorium of the Catron building. The
members of the class were neatly attired and made a beautiful appearance
as they sat In a half circle on the
stage. The exercises were called off
according to the program previously
printed in this paper. One good thing
was especially noticeable and that was
manner in which
the
the speakers acquitted themselves
The girls of
without any prompting.
the class sang three selections appropriate to the occasion in a very
pleasing manner, with Miss Bishop the
musical director at the piano.
Then followed the presentation of
the diplomas by Hon. Jose D. Sena,
president of the Board of Education,
in a short address, giving some very
appropriate advice to the class.
At the close of the above exercises,
Mr. Sena gave a little talk on the Importance of writing In the schools and
awarded a few prizes as follows:
In the grammar grades the first
prize, a silver medal, was awarded to
Joe Roybal of the Seventh grade. The
second prize, a silver medal, was
awarded to John Hernandez of the
Fifth grade.
In the primary department the first
prize, a silver medal, was awarded to
Adelino Romero of the Third grade,
and the second prize, a silver dollar,
was awarded to Florence Wiese of
the Second grade.
Another second prize, a silver dollar,
was awarded to Altagracl Sllva of the
Second Ward school. These prizes
were for making the greatest progress
in penmanship during the last term.
The following received honorable
d
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times, but her hearty laugh has
brought her many friends in spite of
her escapades.
Everytime she gets
caught in some mischief her exclamation is "My country 'tis of thee." She
Joined the present class In the Freshman year. As "Mrs. Popp" in the
play Gertie is a fine one at
She spends most of her time
hunting for Sennacherib and can usually be found with Jean.
Marion Burroughs "Chub" Joined
the Seniors at the beginning of this
year's second semester and at once
made friends with her classmates.
She soon became very popular with
all, particularly with a certain Junior.
"Chub" was born at Denver, April 4,
1896, and since then her usual occupation has been sending Cupid on a
message.
Apropos, her favorite expression is "Gee, it was funny." She
took the part of "The College Widow"
In "A College Town". She can always be found with Ed.
Laws Leila was another
Leila
late addition, but was a very welcome
one. She is Dignity personified and
as a consequence has no nickname.
In fact the only undignified thing
Leila ever does Is to say "O gee." Her
general occupation is studying and
generally in Miss Staley's room.
Lulu Krlck Commonly known as
"Lu." She was born In Santa Fe,
March 16, 1895, and Joined the class
this year. You can hear her saying
"For the love of Mike" most any
time. When she Joined our class we
didn't know what to expect next. Her
general occupation is telling secrets
and she can generally be found at the
telephone.
Jean Law "Jimmie" was born at
Antonito, Colo., July 14, 1895. She
joined the class in the seventh grade
and ever since her classmates have
heard her say "Well I should smile."As Mrs. Twiggs in the class play
"Jimmie" presented an image of
sleepiness quite different from her
usual liveliness. As one of the artists of the class Jean is always lookof life. Anying for the sunny-sidone who wants to find "Jimmie" can
look at the piano and there she is
time.
playing classic-raFlorence Anna Dorman Generally
known as "Doormat" and "Banana."
Anna was born in New York City,
May 28, 1896, coming to Santa Fe
in 1902, and Joining her class in the
exSophomore year. Her favorite
pression is "Ding bust it" and she is
usually occupied in laughing or crying as her favorite stunt is getting
hurt. She can always be found with
"Mim." "Doormat" was Miss Jane
Cavendish In the Senior play.
Wallace Eugene Fiske He is called by several nicknames but the most
common are "Flaky" and "Walling-ford.- "
Wallace was born at Santa Fe
January 8, 1896, and Joined the class
in the fourth 0,ade. He has been
with it ever since and has been class

president all through high school. He
Is very fond of saying "What the Sam
Pete's the matter," though he can
say other things on occasion. "Flsk-ey- "
played the part of "Jimmie Cavendish" in the Senior play. His general occupation is bothering everyone
and he can usually be found at the

'

acter and the kindliest of dispositions.
In football and literary we showed
remarkable skill, starring in football
for one of our classmates was captain.
The problem of the future generations we have solved and no dear
schoolmates look to the Black and
Orange for guidance and a model.

ATHLETICS
(By Dorothy Safford.)
Our athletics have been a success
this year. 'Tis true we have been
handicapped by large railroad fares,
yet we played football and won three
of five games. We played basketball
and though we met defeat at Las Vegas when they came here we reversed
the score. In baseball we were unfortunate, next year we are In hopes to do
better for we know there is some good
baseball material coming from the
eighth grade.
In track we stand well, though we
lost in the dual meet with Albuquer
que, yet a score of 48
points against
5J
points was not bad, considering
the size of the two schools. Next
year we are In hopes to bring the banner given by the University of New
Mexico for the state championship to
Santa Fe.
The following is our organization
for the year:
FOOTBALL.
Captain, Whipple McCormlck; manager, Edward Cartwright.
BOYS' BASKET BALL.
Captain, Wallace Flske; manager,
Elmer Friday.
GIRLS' BASKET BALL.
Captain Dorothy Safford; managar,
Helen Winter.
TRACK TEAM.
Captain, Elmer Friday; manager,
Whipple McCormick; treasurer, Edward Cartwright.
ATHLETIC DIRECTOR.
Prof. Lougee.
THE SOPHOMORE CLASS.
of last year's
The achievements
Freshmen In high school events haw
been successful in every way, from
basketball to track, we have been well

CLASS OFFICERS, FRESHMEN.
President, Evelyn McBrlde.
Vice president, Ruth Safford.
Secretary, Carl Winter.
Treasurer, Ralph Lutz.
MEMBERS.
Katherene French, Dorothy Goebel,
Anna Kaune, Mabel Laws, Ralph
Lutz, Evelyn McBrlde, Adella Muller,
Whipple McCormick, Phyllis Mayne,
Alta
Willie Slaughter,
Sandford,
Thelma Sawyer, Ruth Safford, Carl
Winter, Miriam Wasson.
CLASS COLORS.
Black and Orange.

2

2

represented.
In our studies we have stood high
and have made an unparalleled record

which when reviewed upon gradua
tion, will be ample recompense for the
efforts put forth.
Don't forget, our class is the larg
est and best in the school. You w'l
find the silver and gold with plenty
cf loyalty to the class, the board of
education and Santa Fe high school
CLASS OFFICERS.
President, Helen Knapp.
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WRITE-U- P
(By Dorothy Hayward.)
The students of the Santa Fe high
school all agree In thinking that the
past year has given us some very
pleasant social times. Another year
will have to offer more attractive entertainments to efface from the 'students minds the Joys of this last season and of course this will be very
hard to accomplish, without the brilliant class of 1913.
Senior Stunts.
In the month of November the
Seniors were delighted by being made
the guests of Miss Staley, our popular Latin teacher. The Invitations
were all accepted with pleasure and
when the looked-fo- r
date arrived all
were on deck. The evening was passed by playing all sorts of games and
acting charades and later on a delicious repast was served and when the
guests left, one and all declared that
the first Senior class party of the season was a great success.
Junior Banquet.
When the Seniors were notified of
a banquet to he given in their honor
after the Oratorical contest in November, that night lost some of its
horrible aspect and was looked forIt
ward to almost with pleasure.
took place in the Domestic Science

..7;'

'

J

'

a

and toasts were given a vote of
thanks was extended to the Juniors
for the good time furnished.
Senior and Junior "Hike."
In March when the weather was deciding to be warm, the Seniors and
Juniors concluded to have a "hike."
Bishop's ranch was the chosen camp
ing place and after the walk of three
miles it seemed good to gather around
the camp fire and have supper. Some
of the eats mysteriously disappeared
with several of the boys but every
one had plenty of bacon and after the
everyone

A
winner.
which
and
every one enjoyed Immensely
when the party broke up all agreed
that Mr. and Mrs. Wagner made

chosen

was unanimously

generous spread was served

v

w

charming entertainers.
Gertrude's Gormley's Party.
The Seniors all realized that May
was their last month to be together
and wished to have all the fun they
could, so all were delighted when
a prospective
announced
Getrude
party.
Everybody came early and
stayed late, games were played and
everyone enjoyed a "dry jag." After
the liberal refreshments were eaten
everybody danced until twelve when
after
the party was found to break-uto their charming
bidding good-by-

m

p

e

hostess.

Fiske's Party.

The party that closed the class affair of 1913 was held at Wallace
Fiske's on Friday night after the
graduation exercises. Everybody was
determined to have the beBt time yet
and all knew that they would have
a good opportunity to do so.
JUNIORS DOINGS.
Winter's Party.
, Helen
The first social event enjoyed by
the Juniors was given Friday night
January 10, 1913, at the home of Miss
Helen Winter. The evening was spent
playing cards after which
were served.
Domestic Science Dinner.
In the first part of April the Junloi
and Sophomore girls entertained the
board of education at a six o'clock
dinner. The repast was cooked and
served entirely by the girls under the
Science
direction of the Domestic
teacher, Miss Hutson. Everyone enjoyed it and we are sure the girls
can secure a position as chief cook in
any of the respective homes of those
who enjoyed the dinner.
Consuelo Bergere's Party.
On April 18, 1913, Miss Consuelo
Bergere entertained the Junior class
at a delightful dinner party. The

e

g

deliciout-refreshment-

Members of School Board Whose Terms Expired May. From Right to Left, Top Row J. A. Rolls, David Knapp, T.
Frank Gormley. Second Row, J. H. Sloan, J. D. Sena, Fritz Muller, James Seligman.

at
.

Chillicothe,

Catron, J, H. Wagner, Secretary,

room right after the contest was
over, and consequently all were feelmanship:
ing relieved and in the mood for a
Louis Roibal, First primary; Eusi-blgood time. The table was tastefully
MEMBERS.
Griego, Fourth grade; Inez Otero
decorated In the Senior colors and
George Cartwright, Eugene ariffln. lots of good "eats" were served. After
of the Seventh grade, also Gladys
Helen Knapp, Frances Leeson, Ruth
Whlttier of the Seventh grade; and Moore, Nellih Nusbaum, Austin Perre-no- several witty speeches were made
Rowland Pollard, Esther Pollard,
Mo.; March 14, Clara Gibson of the Sixth grade.
Thelma Stephens, Irma Stephens,
.LH!' .,.,1.
Wheelon, Alfred Wiley, Anita
Brison Yontz.
Wientge,
,i.a..iMJ
.I'....., ...aj'.i
CLASS COLORS.
r
.
.
Silver and Gold.

Cartwright's. Wallace has always
been a credit to his school and class,
not so much in his studies as in
athletics. He is also universally popular because of his good humor and
"taking" nature.
Frank Cunningham "Cooney" was
born

B.

Vice President,

for their nice work in pen-

mention

o

Nellie Nusbaum

Secretary, Eugene- Griffin.
Treasurer, Rowland Pollard.
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Winter.
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(Continued on Page Nine.)
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MEMBERS.
Consuelo Bergere, Edward Cart,
wright, Elmer Friday, Hansel Pflueg-erBernard Spits, Helen Winter.
CLASS COLOR8.
White and Maroon.
THE FRESHMEN CLASS.
It's with a heavy heart and a clouded brow that I take my pen in hand
to set down to the best of my ability,

the remarkable history of the class

-

dining room was tastefully decorated
in maroon and white and everyone
enjoyed themselves Immensely.
Bernard Spitz's Party.
The Junior class was entertained
again by Bernard Spitz, Friday night
May 16. Games were played and everyone had a fine time.
Sophomore Capers.
In December the Sophomores had a
surprise party on Irma Stephens.
They were having a nice time when
some rude upper classman stole some
grub, but there was plenty left and
about it,
everyone was
so all agreed to having had a delightful and exciting time.
Helen Knapp's Party.
In April the Sophomore class was "
entertained by Miss Helen Knapp.
They played games and had a good
time generally, both before and after
the delicious
refreshments were
served.
Freshle Frolics.
In February the Freshies were entertained by Anna Kaune. During
the early part of the evening forfeit
games were played and much amusement was caused when the forfeits
were redeemed.
Later in the evening delicious refreshments were serv
ed and then the young people listened
to Rev. Smith tell of his travels in
Europe. When the party finally broke
was truly sorry to
up everyone
leave.
Evelyn McBrlde's Party.
In April the Freshmen were Invited
to a surprise dinner on Evelyn Mcwas fine but
Brlde. The dinner
there is a doubt about the surprise.
First High School Sale.
In March the high school students
united in planning a sale to aid the
two basket ball teams In bringing
the Las Vegas teams here to play.
Then the necessary funds were low.
Everyone worked with a will and the
sale was carried out successfully, as
well as enjoyably; and no one objected when the objects drawn in the
fish pond were gathered up and redollars was cleared
sold. Twenty-on- e
and as a result of the effort made,
two good games were witnessed.
First High School Dance.
In March one of the most joyfully
anticipated events oft the school season was realized without a flaw. The
genial and gallant president of the
school board, Mr. Sena, treated the
scholars to a dance. There were
generous refreshments and a fine
floor.
Everybody went attired in
gala rig and festive smiles and not
one smile faded during the evening.
The happy event concluded with a
thrice hearty cheer for the generous
donor, and will long live in the memory of all.
Second High School Dance.
In April a second high school dance

Vffi

THE JUNIOR CLASS.
Freshmen, let me give you a word
Of encouragement:
We Juniors were
once as green as you, and now see
what we have become.
We have always been a model of
loyalty. Our support of athletics has
been marvelous. Look at your athletics and let me ask you. Have we
been loyal?
We have stood high in our studies,
in our loyalty and spirit we have been
true to the White and Maroon and to
s
our High School.
CLASS OFFICERS, JUNIORS.
President, Elmer Friday.
Vice president, Consuelo Bergere.
Secretary and treasurer, Helen
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VSIRL'S BASKET BALL TEAM.
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JUNIOR CLASS.

and Mrs. Wagner's Party.
In the month of May the Wagners
invited the Senior class to a party.
The evening was spent with guessing
games and so forth, several prizes beLater on when foolish
ing awarded.
limericks were made up Mr. Lougee
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walk home by moonlight
was tired but happy.
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Though it is short, It to filled with
details showing the highest of char- -

8ANTA FE GLEE CLUB.
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Austin, Texas, Thursday! I'rof. Wood will enjoy his vacation penmanship and other hand work
Miss Palm' was tilts kindergar- hero, lie may attend t In; National played about the, rooms and halls m
tin teacher who for the past two years Teachers' association in Salt Lake: the Catron school. All the touchers
made a line showing of the hand work
has endeared herself to her little peo-- ! City in July.
I'rot. Loilgee expects to leave soon clone during tile year
rle and the natrons of the Santa Ke
home in Bangor,
Mrs. Martin, the supervisor of drawpublic schools. There is no question for his New England
about it Miss Palm had a place in tho Maine. After a short visit, with us ing, is certainly to be congratulated
hearts of the litle folks that will be mother he plans to take advanced on what was done in her department
hard to fill. It was really pathetic Fri- work in one of the eastern universi- and the sewing work and wood working departments were represented
day and Saturday mornings while the ties.
Miss llutson and Miss Staley will v ith great exhibits.
other pupils were returning for their
go back to their old homes for the sum
books, to note some of the little
standing around with curious mor, the former in Illinois and the lateyes asking: "Where's Miss l'alm?" ter in Oklahoma.
The photographs of the high school
Miss Sena will be in Santa Ke the
She had gone to Texas to accept a poami teacners mac appear
graduates
summer.
Miss
sition nearer home.
greater part of the
fi,;, Hiri,,,, 1,,1 t.,b,.,-- it. iiiMiss Green, the first primary teach Stna lias a. number of private students ., JJUIIUUU l
I ailWMUHl
J.
itlMlUlhl.
er will spend the summer with her! of Spanish and she will be kept very also took a number of I'l.
of the
pictures
.,,,,.,..
'l4r... T.,..
people in Birmingham, Alabama. She busy.
n LO ...i,:,. I,
k Ull
UI1W
'll.V 1L....
llllll
tit
.t.tlj
will
summer
the
Mrs.
.Martin
spend
will leave about June 1st.
corn- have received much favorable
Miss Harvey is planning to spend studying at the Chicago Art institute, incut.
1H
'
",MJ
?'-the mouths of July and August in
with the artlstii l:olony in nc,ent
iiornia, renewing the acquaintance of ijne
iaos.
WALK
MILES
college days.
Superintendent Wagner will remain
Miss Gildersleeve will spend most
FOR
of the, summer.
ct the summer vacation in Santa Ke. here the greater part
will conduct the Santa
Miss Harrison expects to spend tho During June he
Holland, Mich., May 21. The cocounty institute and in July and
n:irt nf tin uiimmur
fipjlter
...
will serve on the state board e(ls o Nope college have established!
,.
August
"
'uuormdHe expects to attend records for long distance hikes, which
i()f pvaminer-B- .
Miss Abbott will leave June 1st for tlie National Educational association llave Placed the members of the track
team in the shade
uerKeiey, aui,, to spena me summer m Salt LaRe clty in Julv
months in the University.
Miss Fredina llarmc-ilnShe will
of Grand
Misg sdinepple will take her vaca- paM especial attention to the study of tifm
.,, sho ha(I nlanmd to aUend Iiaven, Misa Margaret. Ossiwardo of
folk lore games and playground recre-jt)i(- )
y K ' but jlas t.i,.inge(j those Iceland, and Miss Georgianaa De Lo'.g,
ation for school children. Miss Abbott
!f Maurice, la., completed long r'is- j,j.ina
wlll gather valuable information andjiB'8 jaws wjii ut, wjtj, n,,r parents t!inc0 nikP ,0 (!ran(l Rapids. cover!:ig
'
the distance of M2 miles in nine hours
fiuggestions for tho next May Day fBte.I,.",,r"i,.gt'ancia
The S'Is started at 5 o'clock s!o
Miss Smith has not fully decided
how she will spend the summer, but
jped for lunch at Frandville nnd wh.'ii
A great feature of the closing week jtl'ey reached (.rand Rapids spent seva part of the time will be spent in
Santa Pe.
of school was the exhibit of art work, tral hours in shopping.
home
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"BLOOD IS THICKER THAN WATER"
and poor nerves. Thinness of
Without good red blood a man has a weak heart
as well as old. Especially is it
the blood or anaemia, is common in young folksfactories
or those who are shut
the case with those who work in illy ventilated
a
stove
coal
with
winter
in
time
indoors
up the oxygen or emitting
burning
up
which
blood
lacks
the red blood corpuscles,
carbonic (oxide) gas. This blood, or
in anaemic people may have been caused by lack of good fresh air breathed into
Sometimes
or
people suffer intense
dyspepsia.
lungs, or by poor digestion
is not heart disease at all, but caused by indigestion.
pain over the heart which
Whatever the cause, there's just one remedy tliat you can turn to knowing
that it ha Sivra satisfaction for over 40 years.

DR.

.

PIERCE'S

PARKHUkST S PHOTOS

MEDICAL DISCOVERY

GOLDEN

is a blood cleansei and alterative that starts the liver and stomach into vigorous
action. It thus assists the body to manufacture rich red blood which feeds the
heart nerves brain and organs of the body. The organs work smoothly like
machinery running in ell. You feel clean, strong and strenuous instead of tired,
weak and faint Nowadays you can obtain Dr. Fierce's Golden Medical Discovery Tablets, as well as the liquid form from all medicine dealers, or tablets
by mail, prepaid in $1 or 50c sizu. Adress K. V. Pierce, M. D Buffalo, N. Y.

DR. PIERCE'S GREAT IOCS PAGE ILLI STrUTEP COMMON
ADVISER WILL BE SENT FREE, CLOTH BOUND FOR 31
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SENSE MEDICAL
STAMPS.
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SIEZE OPPORTUNITY (S
JUDGE POPE'S ADVICE

eon. abandoned from the curriculum
of this twentieth century." (Shouts ot
1

laughter).

A Word About New Mexico.

Telling of this land of oppoitunity.
(Continued from page one).
'the Judge said that he had recently
home a point by leaning forward and jread some interesting statements coi:icerning ,ew Mexico, ne couuuueu.
extending one hand.

SHOPPING
-

"I found them in a big red boo-He was listened to with marked atsent, out recently by the government.
rewere
wit
his
shafts
of
and
tention,
In this book there was a supplement
ceived unroariously.
on the state we love so well Nev
The judge said in part:
I find that flat"Members of the class of 101 :, I con- Mexico. (Applause).
tened out, New Mexico would have
gratulate you as a class; I congratu- en
altitude all over of five thousand
late each one of you on having arrive-.at this evening of graduation. I no- seven hundred feel ; it ts the fourth
in
tice that the young men are a hopeless state in size; It is the
the population at the la's'
minority in this aggregation of sweet population;
census is 327,000, but ten years ago it
ieminiuity (shouts of laughter) Yen
was 195.(100, a splendid increase when
young ladies, are in the majority toin1
mayou consider that the average
the
in
remain
will
still
and
night
crease is but 20 per cent! I believe
J
an
was
since
it
creation,
So
jority.
We
eo it always will, be. And there are New Mexico is on the
those who will declare that not oniy l ave 2." persons to the square mile,
will woman stay in the majority, but iilthough in the county of Socorro wo
last say' have but on person to a square mile.
she also will have tin;
I imagine that person is a lonely perand
cheers).
(laughter
son.
(Laughter). The country at
"As I stand hero tonight, r recall
thirty-onpersons to the
have the large has
mother entertainment
square mile.
wao
it
I
find
that
and
here
program
"But what most impressed me wai
the closing exercises of the schools of
Ten years ago thirty three
illiteracy.
Thoso
f'auta Fe just twenty yea's ago.
of our population was clascent
per
exercises were held at Gray's opera sed as
illiterate and now but twenty
house in this city. For those of you
cent. I know of no better tribute
who can not turn back your memory per
to our public schools and our private'
twenty years, I shall say that the 'schools as well than ih's showing.
next.
the
to.
was
jaii and T
opera house
say to you tonight that one may
(laughter). I noticed that on this Iwell look forward to thn future wiHi
program was a song, 'Where are yoi confidence! " (Applause)
gcing, my pretty maid' (laughter) and
Turning to the class motto: ( "The
I find that in the duet appeared
tlu j educated
man has wealth within him-name of your fellow citizen, James li.
self," Judge Pope continued: "Thete
Read. (More laughter).
a great truth in that sentence; at
"I have been informed that all of jit
the same time, it must not be distort
the members of this class of twenty ed. Kducation is not EVERYTHING!
jears ago have been married excep Many people have education and y.
one- -a man-- Mid
he is in the penlteu-j,dQ nQt ammnt to anytllil!g. An(
nary." (Laughter which lasted sev-have ,:ulo 0;
gQod nmny peopl
tral beconds).
hat wfi ca .edcatIon. an(1 lhey nave
Reasons for Joy.
achieved fame and power.
"Take the case of Abraham
Turning to the class. Judge l'opi
"I congratulate you this coin. I dare say his school days,
evening; I congratulate you that you added together, did not amount to a
have your graduation exercises in thii (year. AVe know that George Washing- building that von are n iiton spelt 'hat' as hatt.'; 'satin' as 'fiat- I!u:
longer next, to the county jail, but up tin' and 'clothes' as 'cloathes.
near the federal building. (Cheers). Lincoln was great; Washington was
"I congratulate you, ladies, that great.
you have been graduated at a thr.e
Concluding Advice.
HIGH SCHOOL COMMENCEv hen you may take part in governConcluding his address, the orator
MENT EXERCISES.
a1:
vote
to
tho
be
able
will
a
of
few
"chunks
ment that you
gave
graduates
on
school
school elections aye, sit
wisdom," urging thorn to cultivate n i
(Continued from page eight.)
ideal, and hitch their wagon to a star,
boards and direct schools!"
declaring (hat there are plenty of was held at the Library hall. The
(Applause).
Commenting on the education they stars in the armament that have not dance was given by the efforts of
been
the pupils and everything went off
had received, the jurist said:
He laid great stress, too, on tho well. The music, floor, eats and com"We welcome you as the favored
was
pnd finished products of our public alue of hard work and said that the pany was good, so everyone
school systetm. The purpose of ou." drones will not get anywhere in the sorry to go after "Home, Sweet
Hs Home'' was played for the third
school system is' to do justice to the business or professional world.
Public education is not emphasized the importance of nmrj-- time.
community.
a modern discovery. It goes back of ing out a course and following it. and
Second High School Sale.
I find that the told incidents of the folly of misdirect
the Christian era.
The
track team worked to attend
ed
Unenergy. Then he drove home
Persian government, many centuries
at, Albuquerque to be held
meet
the
of seizing opportunity and
iigo, insisted that the children be train- importance
May .1, and as money was scarce the
held
the
of
Theodore
example
do
the'r.
and
to
do
ed
three things
girls decided to help the boys give a
well. They were:
sale to raise tho necessary funds. The
was
Judge Pope
applauded
vigor entertainments for the sale were even
"To ride a horse.
ously as he took his seal.
"To handle the bow.
better than those given at tne first
More Music.
"To tell the truth.
one, a mock wedding, circus, Japan
Then thero was more music, thi
ese tea gardens, fish pond and all
"The first article in this curriculum
tlU considered of value today and
afuet bL MisB PbylllB Mayne ami
t3 of 0,her attractions beig of-MisB Marion Burroughs who sang "O
i3 taught in New Mexico.
rr.antv.t,
(Applausa). that we two were
maying." As they J, "H
.erB rpnaif, ffir ,hpir work
The other two well, they may have
the
of
breath
sang, joyously,
r.r lmvine the bovs
spring !1wJ , 0!l)fcfrti
hlled the auditorium.
The applau.-smake Btich a good showing at the
testified the appreciation of the duet. meet.
Closing Address.
Third High School Dance.
It was Miss Leila L. Laws who had
There will be a dance to celebrate
the honor of delivering fhe closing ad
school year and
dress and she acquitted herself of the the close of the high
wants to make it an espe-jyoeveryone
task in a graceful manner.
She told
occasion as it is the Sen- cf the four years of hard work and daily gay
bit of high school fun. it
last
ior's
ol the kindness shown the pupils by
is to be held at the Library hall, Sat-teachers and directors.
urday, May 24th, the .money neces.
Diplomas Presented.
to carry it out being furnished
sary
As president of the board of educa
the proceeds of the class play
from
Pinkham's
E.
VegBy Lydia
tion, Mr. Sena then presented the di
the Juniors are to do the work.
etable Compound Their plomas, saying a few words before andEveryone hopes this last high
He complihanding out the "dips."
Own Stories Here Told.
mented the pupils on their work and
he told how others, who had gone beBeatrice, Neb. " Just after my mar- fore them, had reflected credit on their
and
me
side
to
left
began
pain
riage my
i.lma mater.
the pain got so severe at times that I
As each pupil grasped
the sat insuffered terribly with it. I visited three
bound parchment, the auidience cheerto
each
one
and
wanted
doctors
operate ed
wildly.
on me but I would not consent to an opFinal Selection.
eration. I heard of the good Lydia E.
Miss Mayne, Miss Burroughs
ami
Pinkham'a Vegetable Compound was
doing for others and I used several bot- Miss Jean Law sang a trio, "Voice
tles of it with the result that I haven't cf the Western Wind," which was th-been bothered with my side since then. final number of a delightful program.
Showers of Good Wishes.
I am in good health and I have two little
Mrs. R. B. Child, Beatrice.Neb.
girj3.
The graduates formed a receivlm;
line and a throng passed by grasping
The Other Case.
" I feel it a duty I owe each by the hand and extending conCary, Maine.
reThis proceeding
to all suffering women to tell what Lydia gratulations.
E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound did quired a half hour or more. Then the
for me. One year ago I found myself a graduates proceeded to a room at the
terrible sufferer. I had pains in both left of the entrance to the hall where
sides and such a soreness I could scarcely they found masses of flowers and a
straighten up at times. My back ached, stack of presents from relatives ani
I had no appetite and was so nervous I friends. There were many bouquets
could not sleep, then I would be so tired of roses, pink and white, tied in tin
mornings that I could scarcely get lavender color of the class of 1913.
around. It seemed almost impossible
Following this pleasant feature of
to move or do a bit of work and I the evening, the class gathered at the
better
be
any
home of Mrs. Fislte where they were
thought I never would
until I submitted to an operation, but entertained.
write
my husband thought I had better
to you and I did so, stating my symp- VACATIONS BEGIN
toms. I commenced taking Lydia E.
It is rather interesting to note what
Pinkham's Vegetable Compound and the Santa Fe school teachers have
soon felt like a new woman. I had no planned for their summer vacation. Ia
and
pains, slept well, had good appetite
a little while they will be widely sepacould do aimost all my own work for a
rated, one going as far east as Maine
that
feel
shall
I
always
family of four.
and
others as far west as the Golden
to
Vegetable
health
I owe my good
your
"-HAYWARD SOWERS, Gate. The first to leave Santa Fe was
Compound.
Miss Clara Palm, who returned to her
.
Carv. Maine.
j
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FOR RENT - Furnished or un'ui- Mrs. Delia Long, i.jshed rooms. Call at New State Cite
- h'tlei
Bays:
Clllfprell fleoll'

cen-

vnnrtl

SALE- Furniture,
Don Caspar.

FOR
piano,

I

hand
second
WANTED Good
Apply M. :..
than
'Hinge Ol' COOK stov
few minutes at a time, and if I stood New Mexican.
.
on my feet long, I would faint.
I took Cardui, and it helped me Jm- FOR SALE At a bargain, New
mediately. Now, I can do my work all r,.ruom brick. Modern. Close in Ad- the time, and don't Buffer like I did. (l1 (,flS
' n ' ""
.ji
Take Cardui when you fed ill in any
way weak, tireu, miserable, or unacr
Piano for Sale In first class condi- the weather. Cardui is a strengthtion Call between 2 and 4 p. m. Iti7
building tonic medicine for women.
Jt has been found to relieve pain and Washington avenue.
.t.M.lilr.O
J 1...
Jl.l
and is au excellent medicine'to have oo
house. Large
FOR RENT 4 room
..
hand at all times.
i
,rfi.i'Hn . line lruir. uoou J- iiicuuuii, m12:1
month,
building
phone
up womanly strength,
tution,
toning up tno nerves, ana reguiatinii
In the Diaz building, on
the womanly organs.
TO RENT
office
Its half century of Fitecesa Is duo to west side of plaza, several
merit. It has done good to thousands. rooms overlooking park.
Will you try it? It may be just what
you need. Ask your druggist about
FOR RENT Three large sunny
Cardui. He will recommend it.
rooms furnished for light housekeepI
Write tot
sdies' Advisory rit.,Oiitt
Good location.
Inquire 215 GarnoiiBa Medicine Co.. Guttanouea. Term., for .S7i'm ing.
b'mk. "Ilnne TreitMDt
field avenue.
JlHtntctiimx, nnd

iraMe&
,amn.
mnr-1,1,,'t tit

fiH

rff

t
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or Women," seal

io plain
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wrapwrr. on rcguti.

FOR RENT Rooms for men. Tfewly
Cse of
Hot water heat.
furnished.
r
library. Mrs. A. E. P. Robinson
Crnnt and Johnson. Tel. 270J.

BLOODHOUNDS
ARE ON TRAIL

Cor-'r.c-
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man-hun-
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EAR, NEUER AGAIN

TYPEWRITERS

adjustea ana repaired. New
Ribbons and supfurnished.
platens
are1
24.
There
Davison, Mich., May
SOPHOMORE CLASS
tbosB who go down. to the sea in lrps plies. Typewriters sold, exchcangei
makes bandied.
and then again there those who go and tented. Standard
down to a watering trough w!'h a All repair work and typewriters guar
anteed.
Santa Fe Typewriter Exschool function will furnish as much man, as he has been designated more donkey.
Phone 231 W.
pleasure as anything held previous- so as the producer and not the con-- '
Leon Illockwell,
of Davison, will change,
ly and we know it will.
sumer, and here I wish to advise the choose ships hereafter when thero is
and
INSTRUCTION
Cleaned,

j

j

j

young men to choose a profession and
FAREWELL ADDRESS
in that profession make a name for
(.uy jobb u. nciia, rresiuent or noara yourselves
in after life.
I believe
that some of you will, perhaps enter
My Dear Friends:
In a higher institution
of
The honor of presenting you with college
and try and acquire more
successyour diplomas upon your
knowledge. This indeed is very com- fully completing the course prescribas certainly you never can
mendable,
ed by our high school, has fallen to
too much. I am very proud of
me, and indeed I consider it a great the
fact that one of the Santa Ke
honor, during the time (hat I have
school boys has been successful
so far served as a member of the high
in
school board and particularly for the In entering Annapolis academy and
that way getting for himself a polast two years as the president of the sition
in which I have no doubt he
alsame, coming in contact with you
will give credit to himself
and to
most dally in the performance of my
this school. You all know that, your
duties, you have endeared yourselves former
companion Arthur Gallup has
to me and at this time I shall only
received an appointment and has suc- take a few minutes of your time for
Icessfully passed his examination and
a very tew remarks.
yesterday was sworn in as a
jon
are
I have no doubt that you
happy
representing New Mexico
beon having reached this goal and
and particularly Santa Fe. What he
ing now entitled to a diploma for your has done others of you can do, as it
faithful work (luring the past years,
needs energy without which we
and I congratulate you indeed, but only
never can succeed in anything.
h(t'nrn the final nartinu let me say to
' m Pleased to have noted the
you that whatever path in life you
tention with which you have listened
ef-- !
ohnnse hereafter let vour
forts in that line be ns successful as to the Iremarks of Hon. William H.
hope that these remarks will
Lot lJ"Pc.
have been in your studies.
uv
UL"
"
your standard be honesty and faith-wnut- fulness in every respect, as thus only you will remember them in
will you reach the last strand in the ever path of life you may choose.
In conclusion, let me say on behalf
ladder of success,
believe that education is of the members of the board of eduWhile
equal as necessary to the young lady cation of this city and of the, faculty
ag to the man, still I believe it is of this school that we wish you all
still more important to tho young success and God Bpeed.
j

j
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Mrs.

Mrs. Delia Long Unable to
On Her Feet More Than a Few
Minutes at a Time.

KENT Modern house in good
Eugene Harvey.

I

1

TV0 WOMEN

TOR

Stand location.
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FAINT

WOULD

Agents, Convex Portraits and Oval
Lowest prices;
2!.- -- Blind- 'Frames our specially.
Pa
May
Pittsburgh.
bounds are following trails and bands Vet work; prompt service. Send for
Central Portrait Co., 20
a! Icatalogs.
of men are searching Vesi moi-eWilcox Ave,. Chicago, 111.
Icoiinty for .he assailant of
'
Grace Johnson of lllackburn. whose:
tiv
WA NTKI l Agenl.-- i
found near, AGENTS
maltreated
body was
lTri.rTm-,Tlie l.mlv was secret Itand.le our line of casting baits. ll)g
Send 50 ce:ts
ed in some bushes alongside a road 'money for live men.
U.iiiit led from Johnso.i
home to 'lie for saniple' and attractive proposition vv
Tlie Moonlight
Unit Company, P..
is( hoolliousf.
Paw. Mich.
Tlie girl left for school about
o'clock Inn never re:t 3 .led it- When
WANTED No
LOCAL PARTNHlt
"
o'clock
l.'die failed to return home at
st inept all steel sectional garages
i:ni
the parents hough t she had been
small buildings, very attractive
for rehearsal for an enterta'M and
fullest sales
proposition
'mutt. When darkness 'ell. howev.-i'Ruby Mann- profitable.
Permanent,
anion
became
anxious, inquiry
they
...... Alw.l,
,i
informed
li.eighbors and friends
fc.tber liis child had Lot. been a
New Mex
1,(1(10 boys and girls in
He sought ass stance Irom
ST.. 00 per day dining
;.id ico can make
u Trafford
Milunteer firemen
school
searchers wore called by the fir..' June, July and August.WriteHighat once,
students
preferred.
whistle.
'giving good references, to the Santo
One of the liremeu .runibled ovr Fe
Publishing Co. box ?,:,, Santa Fe,
'me body of the child in bis search. ;n. m.
was l iken up also by
The
in' SITUATION WANTED A compe-'ten- l,
'l"opcrs of the slate
county detectives from 'his
experienced lady stenographer
city. Thes" are following up cv"'V in both English and Spanish, desires
mo
but
s
of
seen
being
rangers
iieport
position in New Mexico or Arizona.
arrests have yet been made.
in
Has bad ten years' experience
joid Mexico. Best references.
P. O. Box fdifi, Denver, Colo.
PULLS DONKEY'S

It
m

!,,,

SHE

SAID

j

I

le

WANT

.

-

'""

are going to be done. Leon leu his
ft ther's donkey to the trough and tried
tried to make, him drink by pulling his
ear. The donkey lost interest in the
trough and began walking on Leon
land chewing his right arm. A
hor beat the brute off with a pitchfork,
land carried Leon Into the house,
A doctor thinks the boy
will
cover.
ne'gh-learnin- g

SpanEnglish
lessons by mail by exish short-hanperienced teacher, ten years in Mexico City; and who is coming to your
school
city to establish a short-hansoon. Address, Mrs. A. M. L. Cameron, 1232 California St., Denver, Colo.
d

d

WANTED Two exSALESMEN
perienced
specialty or advertising"
salesmen for staple meritorious, highline handled by all
ly advertised
classes of merchants. Large, well
HOTEL ARRIVALS.
known manufacturer. Positions offer excellent chance of advancement.
DeVargas.
Men worth $:i(100 per year, write I5ox
II. Schwartz, New York.
Ifl.--j,
lowa City, Iowa.
Mr. and Mrs. K. Alexander
Xew
York.
ATTENTION
Owners of property;
M. A. Ortiz, City.
we want direct touch with you. We
Sam Kldodt, Chami ta.
want mines, ranches and lands ot
Other Laughlin, Helle I'laine, Ia.
every description in bodies ranging
11. I'. McAter, Durango.
from 1H,00U acres up to any size. MidK. ft. Cornell, Alamosa.
men need not answer. Corresponddle
D. I). Conway, Alamosa.
ence solicited. Frank E. Wire & Co.,
Louis II. lnglce, Albuquerque.
Building, Denver,
Exchange
J. C. Neul, Kansas City.
Colorado.
.1. H. lioyco, Dal hart, Texas.
11. J. Mendenhall,
Torrance.
GROCERY SALESMAN.
Montezuma.
Our direct to the consumer plan of-J. Thomas Davis, Denver.
ifers a splendid opportunity for hon
Mr. and Mrs. W. A. Brown, La Jura,
est, energetic men.
Experience not
Colo.
and best known
recessary.
Largest
J. P. l'ottek, Boston.
Closest
firm in America.
investiga(J. I). Fitzhugh, ,ean, Nev.
Write for particulars
tion invited.
F. K. Uuerger, Denver.
naming county desired.
A. L. Taylor, Albuquerque.
JOHN SEXTON & CO.,
L. G. Robinson, Kansas City .
Wholesale Grocers, Chicago, 111.
Mr. and Mrs. 11. P. Sachs,
New
York.
Foley Kidney Pills repay your conK. W. Dobson, Albuquerque.
fidence in their healing and curative
M. D. Cranes, Denver.
Any kidney or bladder disqualities.
Mr. and Mrs. W. Whulen, lis Vegas. ease not
the reach of medicine
beyond
L. Quesnel, Las Vegas.
will yield to Iheir use. Mrs. Cordelia
Copeland, Ardeola, Mo., says: "I had
30,000 VOICE3.
Thirty thousand voices What a kidney and bladder trouble for over a
And that's the num- year and 5 bottles of Foley Kidney
grand thorns!
ber of American men and women who Pills cured me." It is the same story
are publicly praising Doan's Kidney from every one who uses them. All
Pills for relief from backache, kldne say, "they cured me." The Capital
and bladder ills. They say it to Pharmacy.
friends. They tell it in the home pa
pers. Santa le people are m this
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
chorus. Meres a Santa Fe case.
nonnrtmpnt of the Interior. V. S.
Miss Adela Arias, 10U Griffin
St., Land Office at Santa Fe. N. M., May
Santa Fe, N. Mex., says: "The splen-;i(- i
injo
did results I obtained' from Doan's
Notice is hereby given that Neetof
Kidney Pills several years ago has C'allegos, of Galisteo, N. M., who, on
been permanent and for that reason,
May 4th, 130S, made Homestead Entry
my confidence in them has increased. No.
SB
for SW
I suffered from a dull, heavy ache In
NW
Sec. 10, NE
SW
SB
the small of my back and was subject NW
Section 15. Township
NE
to headaches and dizzy ' spells. I al- 10. N..
Range 12 E., N. M. P. Meridian,
ways felt tired, had no ambition and !has filed notice of intention to make
was In poor health wihen I procured
year proof t0 establish claim
pi
Doan's Kidney PWls. It did not taket0 Ule land above described, before
long to cure mo and from that day tojU(J Regigte rand Receiver U. S. Land
this, I have been free from kidney nft,
t R , P N- M on the i6tn
I willingly
confirm the
complaint.
1913.
of
June,
day
public statement I gave in January.
Claimant names as witnesses:
1307, telling of my experience with
Rosendo
Tapia,
Teodoro
Tapia,
Doan's Kidney Pills."
Mauricio Tapia, Juan Gonzales, all ot
Price 50
For sale by all dealers.
Galisteo, N. M.
cents.
Co., Buffalo,
MANUEL R. OTERO,
United
New York, sole agents for the
Register.
States.
Ads
Want
always
New Mexican
Remember the name Doan's anil
tiring results. Try It
take no other.
j

j
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use in keeping up the Intake this
The offer was uccepted.
spring.
Do I understand
By the Court:
that $32 was to be paid in for use of
IN TELEPHONING
MISS TRUE
keeping it up this spring? ,
The New Mexican, if your business
Yes.
By the Witness:
ia about advertising, subscriptions or
was the $32 to
Court:
Or
the
By
If
call
''286."
work,
up
job
please
KEEPS
HER HANDS GOING WHILE be paid in for the proportion of work
you wish to speak to the editor or ojve
you claimed to be due for the conany news, please phone "31."
ANSWERING
AN IN-QUESTIONS
struction of the ditch originally?
It was originally
By the Witness:
PMTANT BIT OF CiMT RECORD
Money to luun on Improved city
for the construction of the ditch, that
'
properly. Jos. ph it. I lay ward, .Mgr.
stevenson
Another Carload of
UPON WHICH HWSES THE WHOLE would 1,avo b(,p" MnMILLINERY AT LESS THAN COST
as nearly as we
share
proportionate
AT
THE
WHITE
HOUSE.
"EMPRESS FLOUR."
CASE.
could figure it for half the sum that GREAT EXCITEMENT OVER ROOSEVELT
Woman's
Board of Trade There
would have been due had she parti- will be a regular meeting of the WornLIBEL SUIT WILL BRING AN ARMY
in the construction of the
icipated
iun'B Board of Trade Monday after-InooTho hearing in the case of .Vvs, At ditch.
OF NEWSPAPER
MEN
TO
MAR
at 2:.'!0 at Ihe library building,
Stevenson against ( lara D 'lrtiRj
7
r,v Mr nonolmnnhiynt tn this
KeeP the enti"e house sweet and innd others, Btill occupies the at.cn '
on
out
move
it
to
and
QUETTE.
s'riqe
clean, during the summer.
Many dls- - jtion of Judge Abbott, in the district! testimony
No
the following grounds: 1st, that the
infectants for many purposes at court.
ditch commission could not by any
Zook's,
Miss True was on the stand nearly
Marquette, Mich., May 24. William
acceptance made by it of the offer lay
Found
all
fgSSHSSStSBbji
Superintendent Hammond,
day and the evidence that she gave any burden upon Mrs. Stevenson.
In F. Belden, chief of counsel for George
at the Indian Behool, lias found a antl the
by Mr. oilier words the ditch commission had A. Newell, defendant in the Roosevelt
Shriner's pin which he has in his nos Renr-hanfor the plaintiff, was ln'or- from Chi
i,o authority contractual or delegated libel stilt, returned today
session and will return to the ow.ier eating.
I
to bind Airs. Stevenson to any condi- cago where he was engaged yesterday
fr when called upon.
Tha testimony given by Miss Ti.ie tion. 2nd, that an imposition of a in assisting in the taking of depositions to be used at the trial.
We. do aluminum melting and cast revealed some Interesting thing.'. 'H e
charge of $32.00 upon Airs. Stevenson
Under the supervision of Judge li.
iron brazing and guarantee the same. witness
her nervousness, as a condition for the granting of this
showed
Store your car in a tire proof build- though seemingly calm, by the con- sieged donation would be invalid and C. Flannigan, the court room wheio
ing. Rates reasonable. Transconti- stant use of her hands. She helu a improper as it attempted to charge the suit will be heard, was filled wiili
nental Garage.
pencil and kept moving it aboi:f, nlv one party and to excuse other parties, extra tables and chairs to accommj
EVERYTHING NEW AND STYLISH bmg it between her pjlms, pulling a Sji 0f whom would, or should, have date the crowd of newspapermen who
Roses and Carnations,
j THE CLARENDON GARDEN
will be here to
the case whei.
AT THE WHITE HOUSE,
ring off her finger and putting it
proportionate interests in the subject it goes to trial report
PHONE 12.
K
Bunches Tied with Class Colors (
FOR KENT Newly furnished room en again, twisting one finger about Lf
Monday,
probably in
the nllecr-- donation. :ird. it does
down town. Bath, electric lights, the other and incessantly working her imt nnnunf t!i'.it Ti"ea TVii liwl anv. the afternoon.
According to the presheat. Joseph B. Uiiyward, Algr.
hands, while she worked her mind ti,ine to ilnnnte fur it Tins not anneal ent program, Judge Flannigan will be
the forenoon in hear
Private School Airs. W. G. Tur- - before answering the rapid fire cf , ,i tn..t qi,p
orantpri i,v the stat occupied during
ley will reopen her private school on (questions that was propounded to her ellgjneer any right to make an appro- - ing motions on the regular calendar in
vs.
the course of which "Roosevelt
June utn. special attention given by Mr. Renehan. Armed with
l riation of water
indenendent of the
Newett," will come up. These motions
pupils who have failed to make their filing case of memoranda Miss True
San
of
the
prior appi.0priRtion
out of the way, the court probablv
grades. Regular classes conducted in
the ordeal of givirs
it Coi3S 110t appGar will be
dUchi
the forenoon only. Number of pupils donce and answering the pointed
adjourned until after noon,
to
valiJ rf ht of .
she h.,d
when work of obtaining a jury will bo
limited.
L,
fions that were nut to her.
.
uouaie over me lauus oi me juuiaus, gin.
Motorcycle
..
Delivery
I1R px llhirfl nr t in
Infonon c.im.j

F. ANDREWS

jNERVOUS ON STAND !S

EXTRA

HATS
TABLES PANAMA
BIG DISCOUNT
AT

FOR SCRIBES

Grocery, Bakery and Market.

1

AT TRIAL

JUST RECEIVED

'

Try Our Auto Delivery Service.

-

Phone No.4

ANDREWS

Pilone

4

A

owing to an
AND DRESS
ON
price.
10, 20 and 25
forget to get
elsewhere.

TAILORED
overstock.
HATS greatly reduced in
UNTRIMMED SHAPES
per cent discount. Don't
prices before purchasing

MISS A. MUGLER
SOUTHEAST

CORNER PLAZA.

PROGRESSIVES
PRESCRIBE

MEDICINE.

(Continued from page one).

not only unjust but contrary to tha
fundamental principle of representative government.
Assuming that the
will of the majority of any organization ought to prevail, it must be a real,
not a fictitious majority. An actual
majority will not long submit to an
actual minority,
"The present system enables a minority of Republicans to control national conventions, dictate party nomi3
nations and determine party declarations and, however
i&
praiseworthy,
may have been the motive for its original adoption, it is no longer defensi
ble
"We earnestly desire the restoration of the Republican party to full
strength and power. Its principles
are sound, wise, patriotic and the
body of the party will apply those principles to the conditions of modern
limes in an enlightened, unselfish way
.,..n.i
j
If they have a fair opportunity to do
.
..
.
,
NON-KIN- K
u,at jiiss True wrote several letters ia that land or grant of land, or rights- j
so. To give them their fair opportuJh0ne 96J , 10 lhe Kovernment authorities, wli.eh
..,!a," ran'3C0,.-Mt- ;
must be evidenced by writing 'DOCTRINAL
nity is the sole object of our request.
ui uie peisuii wu'i
ynos hoi hi
S)voi.mn'.
o'aimed
attorney
end no writing has been presented.
So long as the voting Republicans in
picked up a paper sack containing J were written to discredit Mrs. S even- TASK
(N
5lh, because it now appears from the
certain sections of the country have
silver forks, 3 spoons, 3 tin cups and son in the eyes of the
ethnological testimony of this witness that the $3i!
from eight to fifty times greater reprea glass jar, and 2 oranges notify 11 ) bureau.
were for the keeping up of
5
sentation in a national convention
avenue.
on
vere
t'alace
laid
i
They
To every inquiry on the part cf Mr. required
made by the Boston
rt9f-t-i
Detroit, Mich., May :.'4. "Doctrinal than the voting Republicans in other
top of piano which stood In the walk Renehan as to whether she has not the in take this spring and it does not
Woven Hose & Rub- appear that any request or demand unity is a hopeless task in
at high school building Wednesday vrilten such letters
sections of the country, it cannot be
for the purpose was ever made
upon Mrs. Stevenson ism; the only doctrinal unity I would fcaid that the act of the convention is
uuu wnen cwuer eiu 10 get mem iney
as
and
to whether they were to contribute $32 for such
the world. NON- Si
purpose. stand for would have to be cn the the act of the majority and discontent
one or me iorKf j,leged
uisappeareu.
not evidences of bitterness and flipKINK is a superior
Cth, that as the witness testifies it basis of the doctrinal v.ews i perjicu-all- followed by revolt are the natural
belonged to a set and it is felt that pancy toward Mrs. Stevenson,
Miss
was originally for the construction of
moulded pure
hold and so it is with most
whoever happened to pick them op True was
prompt with a negative ans- the
I believe," said Dr Slui'cr
will return them.
Para Rubber.
ditch, it now appears from the
"The existing rule promulgated by a
wer,
was Matthews, dean of the School of Theo convention
fclegantly Furnished Rooms for rent
Mr. Renehan asked Miss True it testimony that original purpose
held more than thirty
The finest rooms In th city, having she sold the ranch and received a departed from without any notice to logy of the University cf Chicago t.nd ytars" ago
to the manner
relating
Mrs. Stevenson that the $,'!2 was re president of the federal council i;l
electric liaJit.. steam heat and ha.ths. check of some
Red Color
from Mrs.
'needs revision.
delegates
lothe
the
churches
of
ditch
for
of
of
m
The
Christ
nil
quired
Hotel,
America,
European
centrally
and a
Some of the states have passed prifor the ranch, which only re
or
the
of
before
cated.
this
maintenance
address
the
the
State
Northern Baptict mary laws and others will
year,
Progressive Headquar cmtly she had written to the govSeUer Jlth
paBS them,
ters in the hotel.
7th, that the attempt made convention today. Dr. Matthews was that are not in
a government
ernment,
it
,
calling
usfor Syears.
harmony with the rule,
j
j
to
uniof
IN
movement
SPECIAL
the
the
witness
towards
BARGAINS
LADIES'
the
discussing
by
say
testimony
I
if
and some provision must be made that
t
she did not know wuen
ri'iich, and
i
ld rt 1
; j
Fully Quar- j V
Mrs. Stevenson Is bound because fication of all Protestant denomina- will remove
AND CHILDREN'S DRESSES AT THE she wrote the letters to
3
the conflict. We content
the govern-r.en- t thatsome
v
anteedand
WHITE HOUSE.
of a representative sent tions.
of
action
that the ranch belonged to the
ourselves by stating what seems to be
Juki
an Extra Qood
ii,,aiUuu.A.jL?, Wivt-jt- ;
FOR SALE All kinds of building
If
the
to
federal
council
to
election
of
and meeting
attend an
attempted
an obvious conclusion:
government, etc. Miss True replied
That we must
lumber. 314 Galisteo street.
Quality.
with the usual "No." Mr. Renehan owners for the purpose of an election compile a creed that would embrace either accept these primary laws or
A good chamois is known by its asked
her if her purpose was not to cculd not have any effect whatsoever all denominations, he s:iid, it would we have no Republican following in
be
so like the new testament
thickness and uniform cut. Try one discredit Mrs. Stevenson
with the suit because the authority sought thus to thata itcreed
states which have enacted them.
of Zook's good chamois for all house
would be a useless task to com the
be shown to exist, in Roybal does not
orities at Washington, knovina.
"We believe that it is more logical
needs.
it.
Idle
aucleaning
the ranch belonged to Mrs. Sievenbon appear to be within any grant of
hat Republican national committeePrevious to Dr. Matthew's
Hoge & Cotter's Office Hoge & The witness continued to
men should assume office prior, rather
reply in the thority from Mrs. Stevenson, the pur the convention has received address,
Cotter, of Albuquerque, who are goinfi negative.
t.ie repose of the meeting being an election
than subsequent, to future
to handle the properly of the Santu
Stress was laid by the defendant on a:id an agent has no power to bind port of the executive com.aittee of Republican national conventions.Regular
We
Fe Realty company, located on Buena the fact that
the
federal
council
of
churches
of
the ranch had a s an on the principal except within the scope
believe that some methods should be
Vista Heights, will hava their office u,
Christian
America
and
listened
had
tnai it was a government car.ip, of the agency and that agency be
iu the Catron block, w th that com- and that
to remarks by Charles S. MaeFarlai'd, devised and put into effect before the
the United States Hag iloa od shown in manners legal.
subpany, where plats of the entire
secretary of the council, who recom- next regular Republican national con
over it. Mr. CriBt .in support ot ibe
reserved.
Ruling
whereby the unhappy contests
division will be exhibited,
mended that the council adopt, resoshowin,; conclusion to be gained that
,he picp-ertwhich have marked the seating of
the price of each and every lot, and
lutions
civil
authorities
calling
upon
was
property asued
the properly will be sold on a small i'Jiss true government
cf San Francisco, the state of Calif e delegates In past Republican national
SEEKS TO
if she sa,,a beef aead out
conventions should be reduced to a
cash payment and weekly, and month a door and a
nia, and officials of the Panama-'Pacinsign. of a butcher shop,
HAYNE exposition
to keep the exposition free minimum and settled without seat and
ly payments on balance due, as pur- it she would not think that it was
a
chasers may desire.
partisanship which have so often
from exploitation by commercialized
place where meat was sold. The simNew York, May 24. The depart- vice. Resolutions to that effect were marked them.
Case in the supreme court this week ile was one
that elicited smiles lroui ment of
"We have pointed out these matters
involves title to lands worth a for- tcth
justice has decided to seek adopted.
plaintiff and her lawyer, and vus the
of Frank Hayne,
tune. An abstract from us would
The representative of the federa'. In order to show how essential it is
taken
the audience to and Wm. P.
inferentially
by
have shown up the defective title.
Brown, of New Orleans, council showed that twenty-eigh- t
Pro that there shall be a
the Idea
Santa Fe Title Abstract Co., R. B. convey could not that the S,ar3 and Eugene Scales of Texas, and Col. testant denominations are now enrol- prior to the call for the convention ot
VV. Q. SARGENT,
Stripes
fly anywhere with Robert M. Thompson of New York, on led on Its
1916, indeed prior to the campaign of
Lee, Secy. U. S. Bank & Trust Co. out
banners.
indicating that the premises wtie the charge that they conspired to cor
li14. The country ought to know beBldg.
H.
W.
land.
MENDENHALL,
ner the cotton crop of 1909.
SILK POPLINS AND TAFFETAS, government
fore there is another alignment, that
Asked by Mr. Renehan to specify
STEAMER STRUCK
This was learned today when
ALL NEW, 27 INCHES WIDE. THIS
these changes have been made."
what was the government orchard and
were
issued
WEEK'S SPECIAL 49c AT THE the
by United
Washington, D. C, May
Practi
MINE
AND
SANK
field
government hay
wnich
States District- Attorney Marshall for
WHITE HOUSE.
The De Vargas will be remalelled in the Spanish style and
cally unanimous sentiment developed
n entionod, Miss True admitted that
the appearance next week before the
LOST A watch, on the school
in favor of holding the convention
she did not know, though she hud federal
London, May 24. Ths steamer Ne- next year.
nsviy, furnished throughout; also freshly painted and
grand jury of the witnesses
grounds or near the east side of the written
to
them
tho
vada
govregarding
200
with
whose
on
boatd
upon
passengers
testimony the indictment
plaza, Wednesday during the fete exer- ernment.
papered. Many private baths and all the comnow standing against the four men today struck a mine on the Gulf of
cises. Watch is gold, with L. F. D. on
Just Try a New Mexican Want Ad
Mr.
first-claRenehan
Miss
asked
hotel.
of
True
if was found.
forts a
Smyrna, and sank, according to a
back. Finder return to New Alexican she had
if yon ii ant cmtek returns.
iu the morning that Hie
stated
The document contains flaws, It is
from Constantinople to the Ex t
office and receive substantial reward. whole
amount due from Mrs. Steven understood, which the government change Telegraph company.
The NeLast Band Concert Tomorrow will son in the mantenance
of the ditch in feared might prevent conviction.
It vada was owned by Tho Hadji Daons
be the last day that the First Rest
question was not $395, and
f
charges that, with James A. Patten company, and ran in the eastern Medment band will play Sunday evening cf
it was $170, and then to make the of Chicago, the defendants conspired iterranean.
in the Plaza. If the business men a:iu
last figures jibe with the first afor-ward-s to create a bull pool with the inten
Smyrna, May 24. The steamer Neour citizens generally are not interthe ilrst amount tion of artificially raising the price of vada with 200 passengers on board
ested enough, in keeping up the claimed, changed
to be only about $343, Miss cotton in order to obtain a profit of struck three mines in
succession toamount necessary to pay the band true
Patten pleaded guilty day in the gulf of Smyrna and sank,
again answered "No."
Again $10,000,000.
boys for their services there will ie Mr. Renehan
asked how fshe made last February to the sixth count of Only eighty of the passengers and
no more open air concerts, it is hop$170 half of $395.
the indictment, known as the "con crew are reported saved.
ed that this attractive feature to the
Questions came thick and fast enri tract count" which alleged that the
The mines were strewn in the coast
of
the
Plaza
Measure
once
a
ill
week n
Sole Agents For INTERNATIONAL STOCK FOOD.
Miss True twir.Ied the pencil faster defendants contracted to buy all raw
waters by the Turks to prevent attack
r ot be allowed to disappear, and the
and faster between her fingers.
cotton produced in 1909 and to hold
by the Greek fleet during the Balkan
ALL WORK GUARANTEED,
(I FaLFA SEED. All kinds of flowers, g arden & field seeds in bulk and packages necessary amount of money will be one Important piece of test'monv it out of the market until November, war.
raised.
1910. He was fined $4,000 and by an
was asked to be stricken out.
DON'T FAIL TO SEE OUR NEV
AND SANTA FE
ALBUQUERQUE
The following bit of the record of agreement with the department of
Fe
The only exclusive
house in
LINE SILK RATINES JUST IN AT
IMPRESSION CORRECTED.
the court was very interesting us justice the other counts were nolled.
(Montezuma Hotel)
THE WHITE HOUSE.
upon its conclusion hinges tne wfco'.e
FOR RENT Modern residence; five case:
Charleston, W. Va., May 24. Eu
ARMY OFFICER AND
cement
gene V. Debs Socialist leader, former
built-irooms;
cellar;
bath;
WIFE CHARGED WITH
Phone Black china closet and
Q. You may
Phono Black
Miss True,
state,
Victor
Berger, and
cupboard; large whether at the beginning of the irriSTEALING DISHES. Congressman
clothes closet.
Best neighborhood;
Adolph Germer of Illinois, accompa
season
gation
1913
of
the owners of
nied John M. Moore, a leader repreclose in. See O. C. Watson & Co.
that ditch, with the exception of the Wife of Captain Cecil of the U. S. A.
Governor Hatfield and Paul
Get a powerful insect killer that
senting
Is
and
Plaintiff
Were
Says They
J. Paulson, member of the interna
searcnes out every nook. Rout the petitioner in this case, proceeded to Worth $500. Commissioner
lakes tional board of the United Mine
IS- operate the ditch under the terms of
bugs in the right, way. Zook's Insect that
donation?
Testimony.
Workers
of America into the paint
Killer is fine.
A. They did.
and Cabin creek fields this morning.
Unique School Plan In speaking
Houston, Texas May 24. Testi- It is expected
By Mr. Renehan:
Object to the
of her summer school, Mrs.
. G. Tnr-lethey will return tomoranswer and move to strike it out on mony was taken here today at
row night and visit rue new river
who taught in the Santa Fe
of
the
that
Lieutenant
Jos
ground there has been no intelli
charges
field.
schools for ten years, saj's; "it is a
gible proof of a donation. There has eph L. Weir, United States army, ami
Mr. Berger, in a statement
Rim-cutti- ng
this
little unique in the history of Sani.i been
Old-Ty- pe
23
of
r.is
some indefinite statement on the
wife, Mildred Wier, stole dibhos
said:
Fe schools, inasmuch as I int. nd so
morning,
subject I did not understand. It was worth $500, from the wife of Captain
"I have an entirely different imhave an out of door school durijg the not
a clear idea, at least I did not J. S. Cecil, U. S. A., at Fort
to the one I previously had
pression
summer months, at least. Fcr this
get one.
Wyoming, about a year ago.
of4 West Virginia's executive and his
purpose, I will have a large tent cluc.i
To save
The
the
I
was
Court:
By
coma
further,
not
did
taken
you
understand
testimony
by
attitude toward the worklngman,"
And skimpy tires
room erected in the orchard of tne old there was
any offer and acceptance missioner in an effort to determine while Mr. Debs told the governor:
we offer real tire
Duval Place on the south side. This of the
harelvrated size.cnst
action there In the meeting.
whether there were grounds l'jr re
You have been placed In a false
an ideal .location for a school of tnis
service.
By Mr. Crist: The testimony was turning Lieutenant and Mrs. Wier to light. I have said some harsh things
users even more.
kind. In addition
to the comnon
to it.
Wyoming for trial.
of you in print but now I will correct
school branches the children wih t? they agreed
We guide men in
An afflidavit by Lieutenant Wier them."
By the Witness: Yes, every man
No Rim-Ctires
given physical education and speniU present.
was read, declaring that Capta'n Ce
Much data and information was
tire
We
art work. I desire the school m
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